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Abstract
In this paper, we present robust evidence that general finite temperature quantum field theory
(QFT) path integrals are invariant under reflecting temperatures to negative values (T-reflection),
up to a possible anomaly phase. Our main focus is on two-dimensional conformal field theories (2d
CFTs) on the two-torus. Modular invariance for 2d CFT path integrals follows from demanding
invariance under redundant encodings of the two-torus shape in the path integral. We emphasize
that identical logic implies 2d CFTs are invariant under T-reflection, up to phases. We compute T-
reflection anomaly phases for certain 2d CFT path integrals via a continuation, and via an extension
of modular forms from the upper half-plane to the double half-plane. Crucially, they perfectly agree.
Requiring QFT path integrals to be invariant under redundant encodings of the spacetime geometry
implies (i) that 2d CFTs are both modular and T-reflection invariant and (ii) that general QFT
path integrals are invariant under T-reflection. This quite board argument suggests T-reflection
phases may indicate previously unnoticed anomalies and consistency conditions for general QFT.
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I. PATH INTEGRALS, COMPACT DIRECTIONS, AND IDENTIFIED POINTS
Path integrals are fundamentally important objects in quantum field theory (QFT).
Schematically, Euclidean path integrals for QFTs in d-dimensions take the form,
Z(Md, SE, φ) =
∫
D[φ]e−SE [φ] , SE[φ] :=
∫
Md
ddx LE[φ(x)] , (1.1)
where x is a position on the d-manifoldMd, φ(x) denotes the fields in the QFT, D[φ] is the
measure the integration over field variables, and SE[φ] and LE[φ(x)] denote the Euclidean
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actions and Lagrangians for interactions of the QFT for the field profile φ(x). In practice,
we often refer to Z(Md) for a specific QFT, and drop explicit reference to its action SE.
Euclidean path integrals, famously, are related to partition functions in statistical me-
chanics. In particular, if the d-manifold has a compact one-cycle with circumference β,
Md =Md−1 × S1β , (1.2)
then there is a direct map between the QFT path integral and the partition function of a
statistical mechanical system at finite temperature T = 1/β. Studying a QFT path integral
on the manifoldMd−1×S1β corresponds to studying a QFT at a finite temperature T = 1/β.
In this paper we advance the argument that all finite temperature QFT path integrals
are invariant under reflecting the sign of the inverse temperature, β (T-reflection). See [1],
for a parallel mathematical construction. The argument, first articulated in [2], is as follows.
By definition Z(Md) is an integral over all allowed field configurations φ(x) on the man-
ifoldMd, weighted by the action of the field configuration SE[φ]. By choosing the manifold
Md−1 × S1β, we are compactifying the t-direction onto a circle of circumference β. This
compactification identifies points in t that differ by integer multiples of the circumference
of the circle. Field configurations at (~xd−1, t) and (~xd−1, t + mβ) must be identified for all
integers m ∈ Z. Thus, a path integral for a QFT at finite temperature 1/β is explicitly a
function of the lattice of identified points: Λ(β) := {mβ | m ∈ Z} = βZ.
Often write Z(β) as the finite temperature path integral for a d QFT in d-dimensions.
As Z(β) only depends on the lattice of identified points, we may write
QFT on Md−1 × S1β : Z(β) := Z(Λ(β)) , Λ(β) := {mβ | m ∈ Z} . (1.3)
Because Λ(−β) = Λ(+β), the above argument would naturally suggest
Z(−β) = Z(+β) . (1.4)
This formal invariance under reflecting temperatures to negative values (T-reflection) was
first noted in [3]. In practice, however, QFT path integrals are invariant under T-reflection
up to an overall phase [2, 3]:
Z(β)→ eiΓRZ(β) . (1.5)
In this context, T-reflection invariance is the simple statement that there are two redundant
ways to encode the geometry of S1β, i.e. the thermal circle, within the path integral. Thus,
when eiΓR 6= 1, we see that the path integral has an explicit dependance on two equivalent
descriptions of the thermal circle, and represents an anomaly in the theory.
In this paper, we carefully and rigorously probe this logic in the special case of two-
dimensional conformal field theories (2d CFTs) placed on the compact two-torusM2 = T 2,
the complex plane C onto two distinct one-cycles whose relative length and direction are
encoded in the complex variable τ . Explicitly, if Λ(τ) is the lattice of toroidally identified
points Λ(τ) := {m + nτ | m,n ∈ Z}, then we may define the two-torus by the equivalence
T 2 := C/Λ(τ). (This is just a two-dimensional generalization of S1β := R/Λ(β).)
Just as finite temperature path integrals for d-dimensional QFTs are an explicit function
of the lattice Λ(β) = βZ, the torus path integrals for 2d CFTs are an explicit function of
the two-dimensional lattice Λ(τ) = Z+ τZ. It thus follows that
CFT on T 2 : Z(τ) := Z(Λ(τ)) , Λ(τ) := {m+ nτ | m,n ∈ Z} . (1.6)
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In the context of 2d CFTs, path integrals defined on equivalent lattices should be equal.
Demanding 2d CFT path integrals defined on equivalent lattices to be equal implies
modular invariance and T-reflection invariance. The main content of this paper is contained
in sections II, III, IV and V, where we probe the robustness of this assertion from several
different perspectives. Each section discusses a different perspective of this equivalence in
2d CFTs. The total agreement we find between them strongly suggests that general 2d CFT
path integrals must be invariant both under the well modular transformations and under
T-reflections at the same time.
The central observation of this paper is this new narrative that unites invariance under
modular transformations and T-reflections for 2d CFTs on the two-torus within one coherent
framework. Our discussion depends only on the properties of the lattice of identified points
on the complex plane, Λ(τ). Identical considerations applied to Λ(β) imply that finite
temperature (Euclidean) QFT path integrals should be invariant under T-reflection.
We now mention two nontrivial aspects of T-reflection, and one immediate possible ap-
plication. First and foremost, general path integrals at finite temperature for general d-
dimensional QFTs should be invariant under T-reflection. This new symmetry of generic
QFTs is of independent interest. Second, if the T-reflection phase eiΓR 6= 1, then this phase
is an unphysical dependence on a discrete choice for how to encode the spacetime in the
path integral [2]: a global gravitational anomaly [4, 5]. This evidence and line of reasoning
strongly suggests that T-reflection is a previously unrecognized symmetry of QFT path in-
tegrals, whose phases may constitute a possible new anomalies and consistency conditions
for general QFTs. Finally, as discussed in [3], demanding T-reflection invariance of a QFT
seems to fix its vacuum energy.
A. Outline of the paper
We structure the paper as follows. In section II we argue that 2d CFT path integrals,
and the associated modular forms, are invariant under T-reflection. Our discussion focuses
on what is exactly meant by an equivalent lattice of identified points for a 2d CFT on a two-
torus, and on why 2d CFT path integrals are expressed in terms of modular forms. A good
deal of this discussion is a review of known facts. However, our emphasis and perspective
is new: as a corollary of this perspective, we see the two-dimensional analog of T-reflection
arises as an immediate corollary. We argue CFTs on the two-torus should be both modular
and T-reflection invariant, as the lattice Λ(τ) is invariant (modulo scale transformations)
under S : τ 7→ −1/τ , T : τ 7→ τ + 1 and R : τ 7→ −τ . Here, S and T generate the modular
group SL2(Z), while R corresponds to T-reflection and extends SL2(Z) to the group GL2(Z).
In section III, we study a parallel between the singularities in the thermodynamic limit
of statistical systems and the singularities in field theory that naively obstruct continuation
from +β → −β. We focus on the condensation of Lee-Yang zeros [6, 7] in the thermody-
namic limit of the putative extremal CFTs dual to pure gravity in AdS3 [8, 9]. Here, the
modular S-transform equates the partition function at temperatures above and below the
Hawking-Page temperature, despite the failure of the partition function to be continuous on
a barrier between these regimes. Equality across this barrier happens because the modular
S-transform is a global symmetry property of 2d CFT path integrals. As T-reflection is also
a global property of the lattice of toroidally identified points, we argue it should also be a
symmetry of 2d CFT path integrals on the two-torus.
In section IV, we find T-reflection phases for several modular 2d CFT path integrals by
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smoothly continuing from +β to −β, and show they come from variation of the path integral
measure of the zero-modes along the thermal circle: a (Fujikawa) anomaly [10], proportional
to an index for zero-modes. In section V, we show these phases are consistent with an
extension of SL2(Z) modular forms defined on the upper half-plane to GL2(Z) modular
forms defined on the double half-plane. Agreement between the distinct frameworks in
sections IV and V gives evidence that the above argument for T-reflection invariance of 2d
CFTs is robust, and plausibly extends to general finite-temperature QFT path integrals.
We conclude in section VI, where we summarize why we expect full finite temperature
QFT path integrals to be invariant under temperature-reflections and discuss further direc-
tions. (It is important to note that we do not expect all partition functions of all statistical
mechanical systems to be invariant under T-reflection. See sections IV and VI of [2] for
further discussion of this point.) While, T-reflection seems to constrain vacuum energies
in general QFTs [3], and could offer new insights into the cosmological constant, in this
paper we focus on understanding T-reflection and defer studying its applications to future
work [11, 12].
B. A tale for two audiences: a guide to reading the paper
Two audiences: This paper was written with two audiences in mind: (1) the theoretical
physics community, broadly defined, and (2) mathematicians and physicists working at the
boundary between conformal field theory, string theory, and the theory of modular forms.
Evidence in this paper for T-reflection suggests that invariance under T-reflection is an
inescapable consequence of how finite temperatures are input into path integrals. For this
reason, we have attempted to make the arguments and notation as self-contained as possible,
so that any theoretical physicist familiar with path integrals and phase transitions can read
most of the paper. More mathematical readers familiar with modular forms may wish to
consult [1] for details of our explicit construction of GL2(Z) modular forms.
Terminology: The terms “R-transformation” and “T-reflection” both refer to reflecting
temperatures to negative values. Because the term T-transformation has a precise meaning
in two dimensions that differs from T-reflection, we use the term “R-transformation” in two
dimensions. Outside of two dimensions, we use “T-reflection”. Similarly, β ∈ R always
refers to an inverse temperature and τ ∈ C always refers to the shape of a two-torus. In
practice, while we do write R : τ 7→ −τ , we do not write T : β 7→ −β. In this paper
T-transformations refer exclusively to T : τ 7→ τ + 1.
C. Relation to previous work
This paper studies the mathematical basis for T-reflection to hold both as a symmetry in
2d CFTs and as a natural symmetry in the mathematical theory of modular forms. In the
modular form context, T-reflection symmetry amounts to a symmetry between a modular
form in the upper half-plane and in the lower half-plane. There have been various attempts
to extend modular forms to the lower half-plane throughout the past century, as well as
more recent work [13–16]. Both the starting-points and the results seem to be distinct from
those in [13–16]. Further, T-reflection bears strong similarities to other reflections in the
physics literature. For a list of related work in the physics literature, see Section IC of [2].
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(a) 1st Lattice: generated by (1,τ) (b) S-lattice: generated by (1,-1τ )
(c) T-lattice: generated by (1,τ+1) (d) R-lattice: generated by (1,-τ)
FIG. 1: We draw the lattice generated by the four pairs of lattice vectors: (a) the original pair
(1, τ), (b) the S-transformed pair (1,−1/τ), (c) the T-transformed pair (1, τ + 1), and (d) the R-
transformed pair (1,−τ). All lattices are clearly equal, modulo a rescaling by τ . (Here, τ = 1 + i.)
II. CFTS IN TWO DIMENSIONS
In this section we argue that all 2d CFT path integrals on the two-torus should be
invariant under the R-transformation. We make this argument in two steps.
First, we describe why 2d CFT path integrals on the two-torus are invariant under the
modular group. In its simplest form, when the complex plane is compactified onto a two-
torus, there is a two-dimensional lattice of points on the plane that are identified. Symmetries
(not isometries) of this lattice of identified points correspond to redundant encodings of the
two-torus within the path integral. Requiring the path integral to be invariant under these
redundant encodings is equivalent to requiring it to be invariant under modular transfor-
mations. This argument requires the path integral to be invariant under the S- and T-
transformations, and naturally extends to invariance under the R-transformation.
Second, we discuss the simplest class of functions that can describe modular invariant
path integrals: modular forms. Modular forms can be written in many equivalent ways.
A major part of this discussion focuses on path integrals on a two-torus that are written
in terms of Eisenstein series and modular forms with trivial multiplier systems. We point-
out that these Eisenstein series, when written explicitly in terms of the lattice of identified
points, are naturally invariant under the R-transformation. We then briefly discuss how the
expected R-transformation phase of a path integral may depend on its modular weight.
This discussion is expanded in sections IV and V, where we discuss the more interesting
and physically relevant case of modular forms with half-integral weight. Further, in section V
we identify a mathematical construction for working with (vector-valued) modular forms of
half-integral weight that are R-invariant. We call these GL2(Z) modular forms and estab-
lish that within this construction, weight k GL2(Z) modular forms have R-transformation
eigenvalues given by eiΓR = i2k.
A. CFTs on the two-torus and modularity
We begin by describing the relationship between the torus and the modular group. A two-
torus is described by the complex plane, C, compactified on two one-cycles, T 2 ∼ S1α × S1β.
This compactification results in a two-dimensional lattice of points on the complex plane
that are to be identified. In more detail, if two points w ∈ C and z ∈ C differ by an integer
linear combination of the two one-cycles, they are equated.
To state this equivalence explicitly in the complex plane, we associate the length and
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relative direction of each one-cycle with a pair of complex numbers. We call them α and β.
Given two points in the complex plane z and w, we declare them to be equivalent w ∼ z if
a pair of integers (m,n) exist that solve the equation
w − z = mα + nβ , (m,n) ∈ Z2 ⇐⇒ w ∼ z . (2.1)
In our study of conformal field theory, we exploit scale invariance to rescale the complex
numbers (α, β) characterizing the two one-cycles into the pair of complex numbers (1, τ):
(α, β)→ (1, τ) := (1, β/α) . (2.2)
Using this, we define the lattice of identified points,
Λ(τ) := { m+ nτ | (m,n) ∈ Z2 } . (2.3)
These points define the equivalence relation, z ∼ w, if z−w ∈ Λ(τ). This equivalence holds
for a particular τ . Note that τ ’s phase gives the angle between the two one-cycles. When τ is
purely real, the two cycles are parallel, and the two-torus degenerates to a one-dimensional
manifold. For this reason, τ has nontrivial imaginary part unless specified otherwise.
At this point in discussions of lattices, standard treatments of modular forms [17] em-
phasize that the lattice is equivalently generated by the pair of vectors (1,+τ), or by the
pair of vectors (1,−τ). From the perspective of describing points on the complex plane that
are identified by toroidal compactification, one can thus choose the sign of τ such that it lies
in the upper half-plane. At this level, restricting τ to lie in the upper half-plane Im(τ) > 0
is a choice. A central point of this paper is that this choice should never matter, and that
functions defined on the two-torus should not depend on our choice of +τ or −τ .
Now, the equivalence relation w ∼ z is dictated by the lattice of identified points, Λ(τ).
It is well-defined for a given choice of τ . However, there are an infinite set of different values
for the ratio of the lengths of the two one-cycles, τ → γ(τ), where Λ(γ(τ)) and Λ(τ) are
equal up to a scale transformation fγ(τ). Recalling that CFTs are self-similar under scale
transformations, we see that if
Λ(γ(τ)) = fγ(τ)Λ(τ) , (2.4)
where fγ(τ) is some overall rescaling of the elements in Λ(τ) relative to those in Λ(γ(τ)),
then the conformal (CFT) physics associated with the toroidal compactification is preserved.
It is thus natural to consider the set of transformations γ(τ) that send the lattice Λ(τ)
to itself, up to an overall scale transformation. We repeat the standard argument that these
symmetries form a group. Clearly, if the structure of Λ(τ) is preserved under two transfor-
mations γ1 and γ2, then it is preserved under compositions of these two transformations:
Λ(γ2(γ1(τ))) = fγ2(γ1(τ)) Λ(γ1(τ)) = fγ2(γ1(τ)) fγ1(τ)Λ(τ) = fγ2γ1(τ) Λ(τ) . (2.5)
In other words, fγ2(γ1(τ))fγ1(τ) = fγ2γ1(τ). Clearly, the trivial transformation γ(τ) = τ ,
preserves the lattice. Similarly, one can first do and then undo any particular transformation:
inverses exist. Finally, composition is associative. Thus, the transformations constitute a
symmetry group. We now list the symmetries of Λ(τ) that exist for any τ .
We define the modular group to be (a privileged subgroup of) the symmetries of Λ(τ).
It is straightforward to see, for instance in figure 1, that the following three operations
S : Λ(τ)→ Λ(−1/τ) = (1/τ)Λ(τ) ,
T : Λ(τ)→ Λ(τ + 1) = Λ(τ) ,
R : Λ(τ)→ Λ(−τ) = Λ(τ) ,
(2.6)
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are generic symmetries of Λ(τ) for any value of τ . The modular group SL2(Z) is the group
generated by the S- and T-transformations.
As discussed in standard references, such as chapter 10 of [18], composing these gener-
ators yields every redundant description of this lattice of identified points, and repeated
composition of the modular S- and T-transformations in (2.6) generates the transformation
on τ ,
γ =
(
a b
c d
)
: τ → γ(τ) = aτ + b
cτ + d
, (2.7)
with det(γ) = ad − bc = 1, and thus γ ∈ SL2(Z) the group of 2 × 2 matrices with integer
entries. Thus,
fγ(τ) :=
1
(cτ + d)
, (2.8)
matches the group composition law in Eq. (2.5).
Including the R-transformation from Eq. (2.6) relaxes the positivity condition on det(γ)
to det(γ) = ±1. Hence we consider γ in the enlarged group GL2(Z) := {( a bc d ) | a, b, c, d ∈
Z , ad − bc = ±1}. To reiterate, while the modular S- and T-transformations correspond
to determinant +1 operations, the modular R-transformation has determinant −1. At the
level of symmetries of Λ(τ), S- and T- and R-transformations are all equivalent. Demanding
invariance under the R-transformation enlarges the modular group SL2(Z) to the group
GL2(Z).
B. Modular forms, Boltzmann sums, and their zeros and poles
In this section, we review why CFT path integrals on the two-torus are invariant under
the S- and T-transformation, where S :τ → −1/τ and T :τ → τ + 1. The main point of this
is to emphasize that this logic should also require that the same CFT torus path integrals
should be invariant under the R-transformation, where R :τ → −τ .
The CFT path integral on the two-torus can only depend on the two-torus through the
lattice of identified points:
Z(τ) := Z(C/Λ(τ)) . (2.9)
If two lattices Λ(τ) and Λ(γ(τ)) are equivalent up to a scale transformation, we must have
Z(τ) = Z(γ(τ)) . (2.10)
The space of lattices that are equivalent up to scale transformations thus corresponds to the
set of redundant ways of encoding the two-torus geometry in the 2d CFT path integral.
Expressed in this way, CFT path integrals on the two-torus should be invariant under
the S-, T-, and R-transformations. We argue that this general picture explains the results
initially found in [3]. To concretely see how this general picture works in specific conformal
field theories on the two-torus, we need specific examples of modular forms. We give some
below, and introduce a wider class of modular forms in section II C.
Meromorphic modular forms of weight k are a special class of meromorphic functions of
τ designed to share the symmetry properties of lattices of identified points. Specifically, a
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weight k modular form f(τ) (with trivial multiplier system) and the lattice Λ(τ) satisfy very
similar functional equations:
Λ
(
aτ + b
cτ + d
)
= (cτ + d)−1Λ(τ) and f
(
aτ + d
cτ + d
)
= (cτ + d)kf(τ) . (2.11)
Convergent sums of elements in Λ(τ) yield modular forms, as the sums inherit the invariances
of the lattice. This motivates the classical Eisenstein series of weight k, which freely generate
the graded ring of SL2(Z) holomorphic modular forms with weight k.
For any integer k ≥ 4, the absolutely convergent sum,
Ek(τ) :=
1
ζ(k)
∑
(m,n)∈Z2\(0,0)
1
(m+ nτ)k
, (2.12)
defines the classical Eisenstein series of weight-k. It is straightforward to verify that these
Eisenstein series indeed transform as a modular form of integer weight k:
Ek(τ) =
1
τ k
Ek
(
−1
τ
)
= Ek(τ + 1) = Ek(−τ) . (2.13)
Rational functions of these Eisenstein series then give even integer weight modular forms
(for the R-extension of the modular group to GL2(Z)).
Crucially, the product (or ratio) of two modular forms of weights k1 and k2 itself trans-
forms as modular form of weight k1 + k2 (or k1 − k2). Similarly, the sum of two modular
forms with identical weight will transform as a modular form of that weight. Therefore,
polynomials whose terms have identical modular weights also transform as modular forms.
Quotients of homogeneous polynomials of Eisenstein series are then also modular.
Because modular forms are invariant under integer shifts of τ to τ + 1, they have conver-
gent Fourier expansions and can be expanded in terms of the holomorphic periodic variable
q = e2piiτ . Thus, meromorphic modular forms can be written in terms of a q-series expansion,
f(τ + 1) = f(τ) =
∑
n∈Z
c(n)qn . (2.14)
Coefficients of qn in expansions of this type correspond to physical degeneracies in full
CFT path integrals. When the two-torus is rectangular, τ is given by the ratio of the lengths
of the temporal-cycle, β, and spatial-cycle, L. Explicitly, 2piiτ = − β
L
. Thus, writing∑
n
c(n)qn =
∑
n
c(n)e−β(n/L) = tr
[
e−βH
]
(2.15)
we see that if a modular form represents a component of a 2d CFT path integral with
Hamiltonian H, its q-series is equivalent to a Boltzmann-sum. (The relationship between τ ,
β, H mode-sums, and the Virasoro algebra is standard material in texts on 2d CFTs [18, 19].)
It is important to locate the low- and high-temperature points within the τ -plane. Be-
cause τ is proportional to iβ, the point τ → i∞ corresponds to the zero-temperature point.
Similarly, as τ approaches the point i0+, we approach the infinite-temperature point. As
modular transformations relate τ and (aτ+b)/(cτ+d), we see that every real-rational point,
τ = b/d+ i0+, is related to the infinite-temperature point by a modular transformation.
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FIG. 2: Blue and green: the boundaries of the fundamental domain, F := {τ | − 1/2 ≤ Re(τ) ≤
1/2 , |τ | ≥ 1 }. Red and green: the S-image of the fundamental domain, S · F . The point τ = i∞
corresponds to the value β =∞ (zero temperature). Its image under the modular S-transformation,
τ = 0, corresponds to the infinite temperature point. Green: the arc separating F from S · F .
There are k distinct zeros of the modular form Ek(τ) and of modular functions Jk(τ) =
1
qk
+O(q).
As k →∞, these zeros fill-in uniformly along this arc, becoming dense. Modular transformations
(aτ + b)/(cτ +d) map the infinite-temperature point τ = 0 to all rational points on the real-τ axis.
Conventionally, τ is restricted to the upper half-plane. This ensures that 0 ≤ |q| ≤ 1, and
thus that the infinite sum of Boltzman-like terms converges. In other words, the requirements
β > 0 and Im(τ) > 0 both correspond to convergence properties of the Boltzmann sum.
However, the R-transform changes the sign of τ (or β). This spoils the positivity condition
Im(τ) > 0 by sending τ to the lower half-plane. When written in terms of a q-series, it is not
at all obvious that modular forms are invariant (or covariant) under the R-transformation.
Yet the logic of identified points espoused in this section, and in [3], suggests this ob-
struction is a fictitious artifact of representing f(τ) in terms of its q-series. There are many
possible extensions of modular forms to the lower half-plane. The extension we make in
this paper is motivated by the above considerations of the role of the two-torus in the path
integrals for 2d CFTs. However, there are differing discussions in the mathematics litera-
ture for how to “continue” to the lower half-plane that concern more specialized families of
examples and are motivated by considerations very different from ours [14–16].
We now introduce specific modular forms/functions that play a major role in section III.
C. Examples of modular forms and modular functions
In this brief section, we introduce several well-known modular forms and modular func-
tions that play a role in later sections. To begin, we define ∆(τ) in terms of a polynomial
in Eisenstein series:
∆(τ) :=
E4(τ)
3 − E6(τ)2
1728
. (2.16)
Clearly, ∆(τ) is a weight-12 modular form. Since ∆(τ) = O(q) and every rational point
is mapped to the zero temperature point by some modular transformation we see that
∆(τ)→ 0 as τ approaches any real-rational point τ → a/b+ i0+ and as τ → i∞. Note that
the point τ → i∞ corresponds to the zero-temperature point. See also figure 2.
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Further, one can show that ∆(τ) has the following infinite product expansion [17]:
∆(τ) = q
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn)24 . (2.17)
Now, as q = e2piiτ , additive τ -reflection corresponds to multiplicative q-inversion. The
symmetry ∆(τ) = ∆(−τ) follows from Eq. (2.16) and the fact that Λ(τ) = Λ(−τ). Similarly
sending q → 1/q, when regulated in a natural way is a symmetry of Eq. (2.17). This natural
regularization, first proposed in [3], is discussed in further detail in section IV D and in [2].
Second, we define the Dedekind eta-function to be:
η(τ) := q1/24
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn) . (2.18)
From this, we see that η(τ)24 = ∆(τ), and is written as a rational function of Ek(τ). Now,
while ∆(−τ) = ∆(τ) is directly inherited from its definition in terms of elements of Λ(τ),
η(τ) does not have such a direct relationship to the lattice Λ(τ). The corresponding relation
between η(−τ) and η(τ) is more subtle, and is a main focus of sections IV and V, and [11, 12].
Finally, we define a family of modular functions (weight-zero modular forms) on the full
modular group. Note that constant functions are modular invariant by definition. Quotients
of modular forms of equal weight provide extremely important modular functions. Two of
the most important modular functions are J0(τ) := 1 and
J1(τ) :=
1728 E4(τ)
3
E4(τ)3 − E6(τ)2 − 744J0(τ) =
E4(τ)
3
∆(τ)
− 744 = 1
q
+ 196884q +O(q2) . (2.19)
Now, J1(τ) has poles where ∆(τ) vanishes. Thus it has poles at modular images of the point
at infinity, γ(i∞). As Ek(τ) is naturally invariant under R-transforms, rational functions of
J1(τ) = E4(τ)
3/∆(τ) and J0(τ) = 1 are also naturally invariant under the R-transformation.
Polynomials of J1(τ) and the constant modular function allow us to define a privileged
class of modular functions,
Jm(τ) :=
1
qm
+
∞∑
n=1
cm(n)q
n =
m∑
k=0
am(k)J1(τ)
k . (2.20)
that have order-m poles at γ(i∞), where q → 1 or q → 0. These functions are uniquely
specified by the q-series gap q−m +O(q) and play a starring role in section III.
As elegantly discussed in [9, 20] (and related works [21]), Jm(τ) has m zeros uniformly
distributed on the arc |τ | = 1 for |Re(τ)| ≤ 1/2. The arc, depicted in figure 2, plays a
particularly important role in the condensation of Lee-Yang zeros around the Hawking-Page
temperature in section III C.
D. Modular transformations and global gravitational anomalies
In sections II A and II B, we argued that CFT path integrals on the two-torus should
be invariant under the S-, T-, and R-transformations. The new aspect of this discussion
is our demand that these path integrals be invariant under the R-transformation, which
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has determinant −1. In section II B, we defined an explicit set of mathematical functions
that exhibit this symmetry structure, along with important technical statements needed in
section III and in section IV.
Now, because the S-, T-, and R-transformations define different redundant ways of en-
coding the geometry of the two-torus into the path integral, they represent global diffeo-
morphisms; these are also called large diffeomorphisms. These transformations are called
“large” or “global” to indicate they are not continuously connected to the identity.
We wish to see if a CFT path integral acquires a nontrivial phase under under these global
diffeomorphisms. For concreteness, we consider the two-torus path integral for a single left-
moving R-valued real scalar under the T-transformation. (We explicitly study this CFT in
section IV and in particular section IV D.) The holomorphic path integral is
Z(τ) =
1
q1/24
∞∏
n=1
1
1− qn =
1
η(τ)
. (2.21)
This is a modular form of weight k = −1/2. Under the T-transformation, q1/24 → eipi/12q1/24.
Hence,
Z(τ + 1) = e−ipi/12Z(τ) . (2.22)
This e−ipi/12 phase represents a non-invariance in the imaginary part of the effective action
of the CFT after making a new choice of a redundant variable that does not have a physical
meaning. As such, it is called a global gravitational anomaly [4, 5, 19, 22].
Note that we require path integrals to be invariant under τ → τ + 1. However, general
SL2(Z) modular forms, such as η, may only be invariant up to phases. A general modular
form f is paired with a group homomorphism ρ from (the metaplectic double-cover of)
SL2(Z) to C∗. The homomorphism associated with f is known as its multiplier system.
As they are homomorphisms, appending them to the transformation (2.11) does not spoil
group-covariance. Multiplier systems play a very important role in section V. The phase in
η(τ + 1) = eipi/12η(τ) comes from its nontrivial multiplier system, where ρ(T ) = eipi/12.
Wherever these global gravitational anomalies appear, in 2d CFTs via and elsewhere, they
have physical consequences. Cancelling this anomaly for the left-moving free scalar CFT
forces the number of scalars to be 24n, for an integer n; the critical bosonic string worldsheet
CFT has 24n = 24 scalars. Another powerful example is the 2d CFT of the heterotic string
worldsheet. It has nontrivial global gravitational anomalies under the modular transfor-
mations if it has a generic gauge-group, G. These global gravitational anomalies are only
cancelled when the gauge-group is chosen to be either G = E8×E8 or G = SO(32)/Z2 [22].
Thus, cancelling the global gravitational anomalies from modular transformations is one
of the many ways to single-out the only two consistent heterotic string theories. More
recently, Refs. [23, 24] discuss interesting and powerful applications of these global grav-
itational anomaly phases to symmetry protected topological phases in condensed matter
systems; this is the focus of the follow-up project [11].
Taking the discussion in sections II A and II B seriously tells us that 2d CFT path integrals
on the torus should be structurally unchanged under the R-transformation. To the extent
that this R-transformation is a genuine global coordinate transformation, the non-invariance
under R-transformations via overall phases,
R : Z(τ)→ Z(−τ) = eiΓRZ(+τ) , (2.23)
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also conveys physical information. Indeed, insisting Z(τ) be modular invariant, and satisfy
Z(aτ+b
cτ+d
) = (cτ + d)kZ(τ), and writing the τ → −τ transformation as aτ+b
cτ+d
= +τ+0
0τ−1 , suggests
Z(+τ+0
0τ−1 ) = Z(−τ) = (−1)kZ(τ) , (2.24)
which in turn suggests that eiΓR = (−1)k.
As written this identity is imprecise in several very important ways and thus should not
be taken literally. For example, both R := ( −1 00 1 ) and −R =
(
+1 0
0 −1
)
send τ → −τ . Yet, one
has (cτ + d)k = (−1)k while the other has (cτ + d)k = (+1)k. Nevertheless, it both correctly
predicts the phases derived in section IV and is reproduced in the purely mathematical
construction of section V, where we construct a rigorous version of this statement and we
prove that the conclusion drawn from this expression is indeed correct.
In section IV we revisit the idea that R-transformation phases constitute an anomaly
phase under large coordinate transformations. In this section, we accrue evidence that the
R-transformation/T-reflection phase of a 2d CFT path integral Z(τ) with modular weight
weight-k is given by eiΓR = i2k. Further, we show that this phase is uniquely associated
a non-invariance of the path-integral measure for zero-modes along the thermal circle, as
β → −β. This matches intuition built from the Fujikawa method, and implies that eiΓR
counts the total number of zero-modes along S1β. Following this, in section V we give the
precise mathematical context in which eiΓR = i2k arises for modular forms.
However, before turning to the issue of global gravitational anomalies, in section III we
pause to highlight a common objection to T-reflection: that in field theory path integrals, a
dense wall of singularities typically separates the positive- and negative-temperature regions.
We then draw an analogy to Lee-Yang zero condensation, the theory of phase transitions,
and the thermodynamic limit. This analogy, we claim, suggests this objection to T-reflection
is circumvented by an appeal to global symmetry structures.
III. THE BARRIER
Having argued for the existence of an invariance of torus path integrals of two-dimensional
conformal field theories under reflecting temperatures, τ → −τ , we make a temporary but
important digression into statistical mechanics and the thermodynamic limit. Specifically,
we draw parallels between temperature reflections in field theory path integrals and in sta-
tistical mechanical systems in the thermodynamic limit. By drawing an analogy between the
field theory limit of quantum mechanical systems and the thermodynamic limit of statistical
systems, we argue that quantum mechanical path integrals retain invariance under reflecting
temperatures in the field theory limit. We proceed as follows.
First, we highlight parallels between the barrier preventing analytic continuation to
negative-temperatures in the field theory limit of quantum systems and the barrier prevent-
ing analytic continuation to negative-temperatures in the thermodynamic limit of statistical
systems. We describe the origin of each barrier in section III A. The statistical phenomena
is called Lee-Yang zero condensation. In section III B, we discuss several contexts in the
physics-literature where a discrete symmetry in field theory allows the path integral to be
identified on two different sides of a phase transition. As the path integral is not continuous
in the vicinity of the phase transition, we should not be able to continue to the other side.
Yet the symmetry survives. In section III C we highlight a special class of conjectural ex-
tremal two-dimensional conformal field theories (extremal CFTs), where an exact symmetry
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relates the behavior of these CFTs above and below a similar Lee-Yang barrier that appears
at finite temperature. This barrier is related to the Hawking-Page transition in gravity in
AdS3, and the exact symmetry is modular S-invariance of the boundary CFT.
Modularity directly follows from the redundancies in how the two-torus is encoded in CFT
path integrals. It is a redundancy independent of the details of the CFT. Further, modularity
equates high-temperature physics with low-temperature physics, even though they may be
separated by a phase transition. In section III D, we stress the structural similarity between
the barrier of zeros separating the high-temperature and low-temperature phases of these
extremal 2d CFTs, and the barrier of zeros and poles separating the positive-temperature
and negative-temperature half-planes. Modularity survives despite the dense set of Lee-Yang
zeros that indicate the Hawking-Page phase transition and separate the high-temperature
regime from the low-temperature regime. Based on this structural similarity between arcs
of Lee-Yang zeros in AdS3/CFT2 and lines of zeros and poles on the boundary between
positive and negative temperatures in both field theory and statistical mechanics, we argue
that temperature-reflection should be present in field theory path integrals.
Throughout this section, we will move freely between the variables q, β, and τ . They are
related in the following way:
q = e−βω = e2piiτ . (3.1)
Here, q is simply a counting parameter. When written as q = e−βω it is a Boltzmann factor,
where ω is a relevant energy scale. When written as q = e2piiτ , it refers to integer modes on
a two-torus with shape τ .
A. Lee-Yang zeros, the upper half-plane, and the lower half-plane
We must first show that the boundary between the positive-temperature and negative-
temperature regimes is at infinite temperature rather than at zero temperature. Consider a
finite-temperature partition function for a statistical system,
Z(β) = tr
[
e−βH
]
=
∑
E
d(E)e−βE , (3.2)
where d(E) counts degenerate states with energy E and β is the inverse temperature.
Crucially, this sum cannot converge unless the real part of β, which corresponds to
temperature, is positive. In other words, when written as a sum of Boltzmann terms e−βE,
a partition function cannot converge unless Re(β) > 0. Paths from +β to −β must contain
a point where Re(β) = 0. For this reason, the boundary between the positive and negative
temperatures is along the infinite-temperature line with Re(β) = 0.
Having established the location of the boundary, we study path integrals and partition
functions in its vicinity. To begin, recall that the free energy of a quantum field theory in d-
dimensions diverges like 1/βd−1 at high temperatures when d > 1. Because the free energy is
the logarithm of the path integral, this polynomial divergence implies essential singularities
in the path integral of the form exp[βd−1] at high temperatures. Hence, thermodynamic
quantities diverge on the Re(β) = 0 line separating positive and negative temperatures.
In the language of the lattice of identified points in the introduction (see section IV), this
is particularly clear. In the limit of vanishing β, the 1-manifold S1β degenerates to a point,
a 0-manifold. This is a singular limit of systems defined on the d-manifold S1β ×Md−1.
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We can see this line of divergences explicitly in exactly solved systems with integer-
quantized energies. Here we focus on two classes of examples. Our first class is harmonic
oscillators in quantum mechanics, which are free CFTs in (0+1)-dimensions. The path in-
tegral for fermionic (ψ-type) and bosonic (φ-type) oscillators with characteristic frequencies
ω are given by
Z1dψ (β) =
1 + e−βω
e−βω/2
and Z1dφ (β) =
e−βω/2
1− e−βω . (3.3)
While the path integral for the bosonic oscillator diverges at any point where β = (2n)pii/ω,
the path integral for the fermionic oscillator evaluates to ±2, and to 0 at β = (2n+ 1)pii/ω.
We can continue Z1dφ (β) to Z
1d
φ (−β) along paths within R2β that do not intersect these points.
Our second class of examples is free conformal field theory in two dimensions. It is
straightforward to show that the path integrals for a free fermion (with a certain choice of
boundary conditions) and for a free scalar on the two-torus are given by,
Z2dψ (β) = e
+βω/24
∞∏
n=1
(1 + e−nβω) and Z2dφ (β) = e
−βω/24
∞∏
n=1
1
1− e−nβω . (3.4)
Here, ω is a wave-number fixed by the length of the spatial dimension, ω = 2pi/L. These
path integrals diverge as βω approaches any real-rational value on the Re(β) = 0 axis. Note
that any -ball around any point on the the Re(β) = 0 axis contains an infinite number of
real-rational points. Thus, these path integrals are not continuous on the boundary between
the positive and negative values of Re(β).
We now relate these divergences, and the lack of continuity on the Re(β) = 0 line, to
the fact that in the field theory limit of a quantum system requires the introduction of an
infinite number of particles (here, we are using the term “particles” as a stand-in for the
more conventional term “degrees of freedom”). To see this, we focus on the scalar case.
First, imagine that we have N distinct bosonic oscillators, each with identical characteristic
frequency ω. The partition function for this system is then,
Z1dNφ(q) = q
E0
∞∑
n=0
pN(n)q
n , (3.5)
where q := e−βω, E0 is the ground-state energy, and pN(n) counts the number of ways that a
state with energy ωn can be partitioned between N oscillators with the common frequency
ω. It is simple to see that these pN(n) partitions are given by the generating function,
∞∑
n=0
pN(n)q
n =
N∏
n=1
1
1− qn . (3.6)
Thus, we see that we recover the scalar CFT path integral when the number of bosonic
oscillators, N , is infinite. In this specific sense, the field theory limit of a quantum system of
scalars is akin to the thermodynamic limit of a statistical system: Both require an infinite
number of degrees of freedom.
Lee-Yang zero condensation, which occurs in the thermodynamic limit, has an extremely
similar structure. We now describe the phenomenon of Lee-Yang zeros, and their role in
determining of phase transitions in the thermodynamic limit of statistical systems.
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To begin, consider a grand canonical partition function in a system where there is a
rigorous limit on the number of particles that can exist in the system. For example, consider
gas molecules with infinite hard-core repulsion and weak but short-ranged attraction. Any
finite volume admits at most N = V/v gas molecules, where V is the volume of the system
and v is the volume of a gas molecule.
Grand canonical partition functions for such systems have precisely N terms:
ZNGC(µ, β) =
N∑
n=0
xnZCANn (β) . (3.7)
Here x = e−βµ is the fugacity and counts the number of particles in the system, and ZCANn (β)
is the partition function for a fixed-number, n, of particles in the system. Because these
grand canonical partition functions have N -terms, they are order-N polynomials in the
fugacity variable x. Hence, in the complex-fugacity plane, they have N zeros. These zeros
are called Lee-Yang zeros.
In their original papers [6, 7], Lee and Yang observed that in the thermodynamic limit,
where N → ∞, these zeros can condense into arcs in the complex fugacity-plane. The
partition function cannot be analytic in the neighborhood of such arcs. Further, such an
arc may intersect the real-fugacity axis. For these reasons, Lee and Yang concluded a phase
transition must occur at this real, physical, value for the fugacity.
Amusingly, wide classes of exactly solvable statistical mechanical models have Lee-Yang
zeros that accumulate only on the boundary between positive and negative temperatures.
The first example of this phenomenon is from Lee and Yang’s first application of their
methods to statistical systems. In their second paper [7], they proved this for the Ising
model.
Because the Ising model on a finite number of sites has a symmetric energy spectrum
that is bounded both from above and below, we expect that Z(−β) = Z(+β). For this
reason, it is not surprising that the Ising model is invariant under reflecting temperatures
to negative values. Indeed, as pointed-out in [3], Onsager’s solution to the two-dimensional
Ising model is invariant under reflecting temperatures to negative values.
However, it is legitimate to wonder whether the T-reflection invariance survives the
thermodynamic limit. Taking the Lee-Yang picture seriously, we should conclude that T-
reflection invariance can indeed survive the thermodynamic limit of statistical systems in
spite of the Lee-Yang phase transition at infinite temperature.
This has direct relevance to whether finite-temperature path integrals of quantum field
theories are invariant under temperature reflection. Ising models are systems composed
of spins that can point up or down. Neglecting nearest-neighbor interactions, each site is
equivalent to a simple fermionic oscillator. In this sense, the thermodynamic limit of the
Ising model thus corresponds to the field theory limit of free massless fermions.
In this section, we showed that the relevant boundary between positive and negative
temperatures is the line Re(β) = 0. We then showed free CFT path integrals accumulate
dense sets of poles on this boundary between positive and negative temperatures. This
makes direct analytic continuation within the naive β-plane between regions of positive
and negative temperatures impossible. We then introduced Lee-Yang condensation. Many
systems have Lee-Yang zeros that accumulate exclusively on this boundary between positive
and negative temperature. We focused on the free Ising model as an example. In particular,
here Lee-Yang condensation for the Ising model in its thermodynamic limit is strikingly
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similar to the condensation of poles and zeros of a system of free fermions in the field-theory
limit. On this basis, it is tempting to claim that the R-transformation should remain as a
symmetry of finite temperature CFT and QFT path integrals, despite this barrier.
B. Symmetries that equate path integrals on either side of phase transitions
Phase transitions can be defined by the fact that path integrals/partition functions are
not continuous at these temperatures. Lee-Yang zero condensation is perhaps one of the
cleanest ways to present this, and will be pursued in detail in a specific class of conjectural
2d CFTs. However, in this brief section we point-out that T-duality in string theory [25]
and the invariance of AdS3/CFT2 under the modular S-transformation, which relates low-
temperatures β  βC and high-temperatures β  βC [18, 26, 27], are both symmetries of
path integrals for both systems. Despite the presence of phase transitions at intermediate
values of R (or β), these symmetries are inescapable consequences of how these theories are
defined and relate physics on either side of these phase transitions.
Specifically, T-duality is the fundamentally tied to the fact that the spectrum of a string
compactified on a circle of radius R and α′/R are identical, and thus that the weighted trace
over the spectrum at R and α′/R are identical. Therefore, we have Z(R) = Z(α/R) [25].
Similarly, the boundary 2d CFT in the AdS3/CFT2-correspondence must be modular in-
variant. In particular, we have Z(τ) = Z(−1/τ).
However, there are phase transitions at the self-dual points of both operations. For the
textbook example of T-duality [25], if we smoothly vary R from R→ α′/R, then at the self-
dual point R =
√
α′, there is an enhanced symmetry corresponding to the emergence of a
massless SU(2) gauge-field. On either side of the symmetry, the gauge-field acquires a mass,
and the symmetry is Higgsed: a phase-transition. In the more exotic case of AdS3/CFT2,
a Hawking-Page transition occurs when the temperature of the bulk gravitational theory
hits the Hawking-Page temperature 1/βHP = 2pi [28]. Yet, the modular invariance of the
boundary theory forces the path integral to be identified along both sides of the phase
transition.
In both cases, there is a boundary where the path integral fails (or should fail) to even be
continuous. Yet, in both cases there are robust symmetries of the theory which equate the
path integral on either side of the boundary. The same is true for T-reflection invariance
of QFT path integrals, and in particular for R-transformation invariance of 2d CFTs: the
periodicity conditions and the lattice of points identified by the compact thermal circle
S1β := R/Λ(β), or two-torus T 2 := C/Λ(τ), do not depend on whether we choose ±β, or ±τ .
C. Lee-Yang zeros, extremal 2d CFTs, and the arc |τ | = 1
In this section and section III D, we explicitly discuss a situation where we can both see
the explicit accumulation of Lee-Yang zeros on the boundary between two faces of the same
theory while also explicitly retaining the symmetry that equates the path integral on either
side of the Lee-Yang barrier. The example is that of the conjectural extremal 2d CFTs [8]
that were originally suggested to be dual to pure gravity in AdS3. The point of this exercise
is divorced from any claim that these conjectures are true or false, and should hold for any
family of 2d CFTs whose zeros accumulate in the c→∞ limit.
In these sections, we explicitly show Lee-Yang zeros accumulating and separating two
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phases of the theory at finite temperatures as we approach the thermodynamic limit of
these conjectural theories [8, 9]. A phase transition separates the low-temperature and high-
temperature regimes of these conjectural models. Yet, modularity equates the path integrals
across the Lee-Yang boundary even though they are not continuous along these boundaries.
Crucially, both modularity and its extension by the R-transformation are properties of the
two-torus. Their existence/absence does not depend on the properties of the CFT on the
torus.
The particular CFTs in question are the conjectured duals to pure quantum gravity in
AdS3. The phase transition is associated with the Hawking-Page transition, itself a property
of classical gravity in AdS. In AdS, there are two solutions that dominate the path integral:
thermal AdS and a large black hole at finite-temperature. At low temperatures, thermal
AdS has lower action than the black hole. This reverses at high temperatures, and triggers
a sharp first-order phase transition: the Hawking-Page transition [28]. We now outline these
conjectural CFTs.
Via the AdS/CFT correspondence, pure gravity in AdS3 should be dual to a unitary 2d
CFT on the boundary. The CFT central charge c is tied to the AdS3 geometry via [26]
c =
3`AdS
2GN
. (3.8)
Here, `AdS is the radius of AdS3, while GN is Newton’s constant that defines the scale on
which quantum gravitational effects dominate.
Witten [8] conjectured exact path integrals for the CFT dual to quantum gravity, based
on the following three crucial assumptions. First, that the path integral for the holomorphic
sector of the CFT would be modular invariant by itself (holomorphic factorization). This
quantizes the central charge to be an integer multiple of 24: c = 24n. Second, that the CFT
path integral should match the descendants of the vacuum which come from the Virasoro
algebra on the boundary of AdS3. Third, that all non-vacuum primary operators in the
theory correspond to BTZ black-holes [27] with positive conformal scaling dimensions.
We require that the full path integral ZFulln (τ) includes descendants of the vacuum from the
Brown-Henneaux Virasoro algebra [26], counted by the function Zvacn (τ), up to corrections
coming from descendants of positive-energy BTZ black holes. This implies
ZFulln (τ)− Zvacn (τ) = O(q) , (3.9)
where c = 24n is the central charge of the CFT. Again, Zvacn (τ) is the set of all descendants
of the unique vacuum state |vac〉 with energy −n. It is given by the explicit formula,
Zvacn (τ) =
1
qn
∞∏
m=2
1
1− qm =
1
qn
(1− q)
∞∑
m=0
p(m)qm , (3.10)
where p(m) counts the number of partitions of the integer m. It is simple to show that there
is a unique modular invariant function that matches the input in Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10):
Zn(τ) := Jn(τ) +
n−1∑
m=0
Jm(τ)
{
p(n−m)− p(n−m− 1)} . (3.11)
Here, Jm(τ) is the unique modular function whose only pole is an order-m pole at q = 0 (or
its modular images) and is defined in section II C in Eqs. (2.19), and (2.20). Note that by
construction the Boltzmann expansions of Zn(τ) and Z
vac
n (τ) differ only at O(q).
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One of the central conjectures of [8] was that these constraints uniquely specify the path
integral:
ZFulln (τ) = Zn(τ) . (3.12)
In words, there exists a CFT whose torus path integral ZFulln (τ) is the unique modular
function Zn(τ). These conjectural CFTs include the vacuum, positive-energy BTZ black
holes, and the tower of conformal descendants from the vacuum and BTZ black holes. They
are called extremal CFTs.
In a follow-up paper Witten and Maloney [9] went on to study whether the Hawking-
Page transition can emerge from this family of conjectural extremal CFTs. Physically, we
would expect this to happen in the classical limit, where the path integral is completely
dominated by its classical saddle points: either thermal AdS or a large black hole (BTZ
in three-dimensions). To access the classical limit, the quantum gravity scale GN must be
very small compared to the size of the system; here the radius `AdS of AdS3. So, when
`AdS/GN is large, the quantum effects are small in comparison to the length-scale of AdS.
When `AdS/GN →∞, the Hawking-Page transition exists and is sharp.
Returning to the Brown-Henneaux relation, c = 3`AdS/2GN , we see that the classical
limit in the bulk corresponds to the limit c→∞ on the boundary. Because c counts degrees
of freedom in the CFT, then this limit corresponds to a kind of thermodynamic limit on
the boundary. Maloney and Witten then explicitly showed that the zeros of the conjectured
path integral become dense in the large-c limit and separate the high- and low-temperature
physics into distinct phases in a kind of Lee-Yang transition.
Technically, this comes about from the following two facts. First, as emphasized in
section II C, a modular function with a pole 1/qn will have n zeros along the arc |τ | = 1
for |Re(τ)| ≤ 1/2. Second, because c/24 = n, as the central charge increases the path
integral will have more zeros along this arc. This is strongly analogous to the Lee-Yang
condensation picture. It indicates that these path integrals may accurately reproduce a
sharp Hawking-Page transition in the thermodynamic limit (where c→∞).
D. Lee-Yang barriers and the S-transform (and the R-transform)
The thermodynamic c→∞ limit on the CFT side of the AdS3/CFT2 duality corresponds
to the classical limit on the AdS3-side of the duality. In the pure gravitational theories and in
their conjectured dual extremal CFTs, discussed in section III C, there is a phase transition.
Now, the modular S-transformation relates points in the τ -plane that are separated by the
line of Lee-Yang zeros. This separates the low-temperature region, where |τ | > 1, from the
high-temperature region, where |τ | < 1.
However, the CFT is invariant under modular transformations in the thermodynamic
limit. Again, this is because invariance under the modular group derives from redundancies
in how the two-torus is encoded into the path integral. Equivalently, the symmetries of AdS3
that map to modular transformations are completely insensitive to the details of the theory
in the bulk. These redundancies are properties of AdS3; hence they should be present for
the classical and quantum theories. Modular invariance survives the thermodynamic limit.
Now, the modular S-transform maps τ → −1/τ . Because Im(τ) > 0 corresponds to
positive temperatures, the S-transform exchanges low-temperatures with high-temperatures.
Because the family of extremal CFTs are all invariant under modular transformations, and
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because modularity survives the thermodynamic limit, we have the interesting identification,
Z(τ) = Z(−1/τ) , (3.13)
where τ and −1/τ are on different sides of the critical value of τ where the sharp Hawking-
Page phase transition occurs. The S-transformation equates the path integral in regions
that we would otherwise conclude cannot be related since they are separated by a barrier
where the path integral is not even continuous, let alone smooth or analytic.
We dwell on this point for the following reason. A standard objection to insisting that
path integrals are invariant under the R-transformation rests on the fact that the path inte-
gral is not continuous on the boundary between the Re(β) > 0 and the Re(β) < 0 regions,
and thus one cannot analytically continue to negative temperature. Exactly the same argu-
ment would imply that the S-transformation can not equate extremal CFT path integrals
across the Hawking-Page barrier of Lee-Yang zeros that appears in the thermodynamic limit.
This standard argument fails for the modular path integrals that give the Hawking-Page
transition [9] because the thermodynamic limit has nothing to do with the redundant ways
of encoding the torus into the path integral. Modularity survives, and equates Z(β < βBH)
with Z(β > βBH). We argue that the same is true of the R-transformation. Putting a
quantum field theory at finite temperature requires one to compactify the (Euclidean) time
direction on a circle. The circumference of the circle (β) is the inverse temperature, and the
only way the finite-temperature path integral can depend on temperature is via the set of
points identified by compactification. This lattice of identified points is identically generated
by the unit vectors +β and −β. Repeating this argument on the two-torus leads to 2d CFT
torus path integrals that are invariant under the modular S- and T- and R-transformations.
This discrete redundancy does not depend on whether a dense set of singularities divide the
Re(β) > 0 region from the Re(β) < 0 region.
IV. THE T-REFLECTION/R-TRANSFORMATION PHASE
We have thus far argued that path integrals for conformal (and quantum) field theories
at finite temperature should be invariant under temperature reflection, up to an overall
temperature-independent phase,
Z(−β) = eiΓRZ(β) . (4.1)
This is trivially true for any finite collection of harmonic oscillators, whose path integrals
take the form 1/ sinh(β) or cosh(β), as shown in Eq. (3.3).
In section II, we argued CFT path integrals on the two torus should be invariant under
the modular S- and T- and R-transformations, which send β → −β. Further, in section III,
we emphasized parallels between taking field theory limit of quantum systems and taking
thermodynamic limits of related statistical systems. We used these parallels to argue that the
barrier between the positive and negative temperature regions need not be an impediment
to equating Z(+β) and eiΓRZ(−β), even though Z(β) is not continuous on the boundary.
In this section and in section V, we further our story in four crucial ways:
1. In section IV A using the method of steepest ascent, we show that the T-reflection
phase for the harmonic oscillator comes entirely from the path integral measure for
the Kaulza-Klein (KK) zero-mode on S1β. (The original computation, presented in
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greater detail, is in [2], Section VA1.) We then conjecture that the T-reflection phase
of a general path integral is given by eiΓR = (−1)R., where R. is a regularized sum of
KK zero modes on the thermal circle.
2. In sections IV B and IV C we identify a precise sense in which T-reflection can be
viewed as a smooth continuation of path integrals in both quantum mechanics and
quantum field theory. This extends the analysis of section VA2 of [2], and suggests
studies of T-reflection may be amenable to more familiar technology associated with
more conventional symmetries in physics.
3. In section IV D we study special 2d CFTs with modular weight k that can be cast
in terms of decoupled oscillators. We show that the total, regularized, T-reflection
phase from the ensemble of oscillators is exactly eiΓR = (−1)k. This substantiates the
intuition from section II that T-reflection/R-transformation phases are indicative of
global gravitational anomalies, and reinforces the conjecture in section IV A.
4. In section V we extend modular forms defined on the upper half-plane, H+ := {τ ∈ C |
Im(τ) > 0}, to the double half-plane H∗ := {τ ∈ C | Imτ 6= 0}. The R-transformation
acts naturally on this double half-plane, as it exchanges the upper and lower half-
planes. We then define GL2(Z) modular forms on H∗ as extensions of SL2(Z) modular
forms on H+. We show that under the R-transformation, the eigenvalue of a GL2(Z)
modular form of weight k equals eiΓR = i2k.
We now begin with the harmonic oscillator.
A. T-reflection phases for harmonic oscillators and KK zero-modes
We recast the harmonic oscillator path integral as a path integral of a free scalar CFT
on Sβ1 . It is clear that T-reflections map the path integral to itself up to a phase of (−1):
Z(β) =
∞∑
n=0
e−β(n+1/2) =
1
2 sinh(β/2)
=⇒ Z(−β) = −Z(+β) , (4.2)
where β ∈ R. This phase comes from the fact sinh(β/2) is an odd function.
We now show this phase comes from the path integral measure for the KK zero-mode on
the thermal circle. To begin, we recall the standard identity,
1
sinh(z)
=
1
z
∞∏
n=1
1
z + piin
1
z − piin =
1
z
∞∏
n=1
1
z2 + (pin)2
. (4.3)
This identity has a clear interpretation in terms of the harmonic oscillator path integral.
Each factor in the product is the contribution of one mode with KK momenta 2pin/β, for
n ∈ Z, to the path integral. Because the harmonic oscillator is a free system, the full path
integral is simply the product over the contributions of each distinct mode. Thus,∫
Dφ e−
∫ β
0 HSHO[φ]dtE =
1
2sinh(β/2)
=
1
β
∞∏
n=1
1
β/2 + piin
1
β/2− piin . (4.4)
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Clearly, each mode with non-zero winding comes with its pair. Thus, every mode with n ∈ Z
and n 6= 0 is exchanged with its partner −n ∈ Z when β is sent to −β. T-reflection swaps
the two factors.
Zero-modes, however, are un-paired. Their contribution to the path integral is represented
by the naked 1/β pre-factor. As sinh(β) is an odd function of β, one can formally assert
that the zero-mode’s multiplicative contribution to the path integral forces it to acquire the
T-reflection phase eiΓR = −1 in (4.2) when we reverse the sign of β.
However, one can go further. Indeed, this 1/β arises from the Gaussian integral over the
Fourier components for the zero-mode, denoted x0:
Z0(β) =
1√
pi
∫ +∞
−∞
dx0 e
−(βx0)2 =
√
1
(β)2
=
1
β
. (4.5)
We now study the KK zero-mode path integral when β evolves along the path β → eiθβ.
We now analytically continue β → eiθβ → −β, and require the action along the inte-
gration path that defines the path integral follows the path of steepest ascent [29–34]. It is
straightforward to see that under this deformation β → eiθβ, the action follows the path of
steepest ascent if the contour rotates as R→ e−iθR. This rotation sends x0 → e−iθx0, thus
Z0(β, θ) =
1√
pi
∫ +∞
−∞
d
( x0
eiθ
)
e−(βe
iθ x0
eiθ
)
2
= e−iθ
√
1
(β)2
= e−iθ
1
β
. (4.6)
This can be derived rigorously using the Lefshetz thimble. At the end-point of the evolution,
the measure for the paired non-zero KK modes is also invariant. The entire phase associated
with our continuation from β to −β comes from the measure of the unpaired KK zero-mode.
For more details of this calculation, see Section VA of [2].
Analytically continuing β → −β via complex-rotation β → eiθβ → −β forces the phase of
the path integral for the KK zero-mode to behave in accordance with the formal expectation,
inherited from the odd nature of sinh(β). Explicitly,
Z0(β, θ)
∣∣∣∣
θ=0
= +
1
β
→ e
−iθ
β
→ − 1
β
= Z0(β, θ)
∣∣∣∣
θ=pi
. (4.7)
The T-reflection phase counts the number of KK zero-modes that the harmonic oscillator
has on the thermal-circle, S1β. Non-invariance of the partition function as +β → e+iθβ →
−β comes entirely from the path-integral measure. This is the only way that a classical
symmetry of the action can be anomalous in the path integral [10].
From this, we (boldly) conjecture that T-reflection/R-transformation phase of a generic
path integral is be given by a regularized index of the zero-modes along the thermal circle,
eiΓR = (−1)R(
∑
N0) , (4.8)
where R(
∑
N0) is the (regularized) sum total number of zero-modes along the thermal circle.
B. Continuing from +β to −β in quantum mechanics
At face value, the idea that we can continuously deform a path integral from +β → −β
stands in stark contrast to the dense set of singularities near β = 0. In this section, we show
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how to realize T-reflection as a continuous process despite the naive barrier between β > 0
and β < 0. To see how to reconcile them, we again review the harmonic oscillator.
As we have repeatedly emphasized, the path integral for the harmonic oscillator is
Z(β) =
1
2 sinh(β/2)
. (4.9)
Clearly, this has a simple pole at β = 0.
Crucially, β is a real number. Any path from +β → −β along the real axis necessarily
includes the point β = 0. For Z(β) to smoothly vary along a path from β to −β, this
path must pass off of the β-line. Concretely, in the previous section where we derived the
T-reflection phase of the harmonic oscillator from the path integral, we did so by studying
how Z(β) evolved as β varied along the path β → eipitβ → −β, depicted in figure 3. We
avoided the singularity at β = 0 by forcing |β| 6= 0 at all points along this path.
Geometrically, |β| is the circumference of the thermal circle S1β and singularities at β = 0
arise from this one-manifold degenerating to a point. By forcing |βeipit| = β 6= 0 for all t along
the trajectory connecting +β with −β, we avoided this singularity: the manifold avoided
this singular configuration. As discussed above, when we continue along this trajectory, the
path integral changes very little. At the end-points of the path, the only difference comes
from a variation in phase of the measure for the zero-mode.
In practice, as we vary from β to eipitβ the Hamiltonian varies from H = 1
2
(x2 + p2) to
H(t) = 1
2
(e−ipitx2 + eipitp2). As β → −β, the Hamiltonian counter-rotates such that the
real part of βeipitH(t) remains positive for all t. Indeed, it can be shown that the relevant
field transformation necessitated by the path of steepest ascent is simply a Bogoliubov
transformation, and that the spectrum of the Hamiltonian H(t) is unchanged as t ranges
from t = 0 to t = 1. (See section VA2 of [2] for derivations of these results.) Thus, we would
conclude
Z(β, t) = tr
[
exp[−βeipitH(t)]] = tr[exp[−SE(t)]] = ∞∑
n=0
〈
n(t)
∣∣exp[−βeipitH(t)]∣∣n(t)〉 , (4.10)
is invariant as β → −β.
Now, the quantity βH is the Euclidean action SE. We have seen that if we define the
continuation of the Euclidean action as a function of the parameter t by the path of steepest
ascent, then SE(0) = SE(1). Because H(1) = −H(0), we see that the equality of SE(0)
and SE(1) is akin to the (extremely simple but highly unusual) classical symmetry of the
action (−β)(−H) = βH. Non-invariance of the path integral under this classical symmetry
is, again, a symptom of an anomaly.
This discussion indicates how to find paths from β → −β that avoid the singularity at
β = 0 and how to evaluate the path integral along these paths. The procedure is as follows:
1. Endow β ∈ R with an extra component: β ↪→ ~β := (β, 0) ∈ R2. Now ~β is a two-vector.
2. Define the path
~β(t) := (cos(pit)β), sin(pit)β) =⇒ ~β(0) = −~β(1) . (4.11)
This is equivalent to β → eipitβ. Looking ahead, this two-component notation more
naturally applies to field theory, when e.g. τ = τ1 + iτ2 is already complex. To avoid
singularities when Re(τ) = 0 along paths from τ → −τ , we give τ an extra component
and study ~τ ∈ R3.
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FIG. 3: The path from +β to −β that avoids the singular point β = 0. The path from from +β
to −β within the real-β must include the singular point β = 0, where the one-dimensional lattice
of identified points Λ(β) = {mβ , ∀m ∈ Z} degenerates into a lattice of lower dimensionality:
Λ(β) = {0}. Via the path β ↪→ (β, 0) → (β cos(pit), β sin(pit)β) → (−β, 0), where ~β is in R2 at
intermediate points avoids the singular point |~β| = 0. This happens despite the fact that the real
part of β vanishes at the mid-point of the path. Blue: ~β(0) = (β, 0) ∈ Rβ × {0} ⊂ R2. Green: the
path (β, 0) = ~β(0)→ ~β(t)→ ~β(1) = (−β, 0) through R2. Red: ~β(1) = (−β, 0) ∈ Rβ × {0} ⊂ R2.
3. Consider the one-dimensional subspace R(t) := {x~β(t) | x ∈ R} ⊂ R2, and the lattice
of points Λ(~β(t)) := {m~β(t) | m ∈ Z} along R(t) and defined by the vector ~β(t).
4. Define, then, the path integral Z(~β(t)) to be an explicit function of this lattice of
identified points, Λ(~β(t)) ⊂ R(t) ⊂ R2. The Hamiltonian now depends on t: H(t).
5. The volume of this lattice is invariant as t evolves from t = 0 to t = 1. However, the
orientation of R(t) is reversed. (Orientation-reversal will be crucial for 2d CFTs in
section IV C.)
6. Thus, if the Hamiltonian at t = 0 and at t = 1 has the same spectrum, then we expect
Z(~β(0)) and Z(~β(1)) to match, up to a possible anomaly phase.
Crucially, this two-component notation for ~β(t) = (cos(pit)β, sin(pit)β) is equivalent to the
complex rotation βeipit. As noted above, this two-component language more easily general-
izes to 2d CFTs where τ , the analog of β, is already a complex number.
However, to use it, we must specify how to translate the product βeipitH(t) into the two-
component language. We propose to do so in the following way. Rather than considering the
Euclidean action SE(t) as the product βe
ipitH(t), we consider the action as an entity in and
of itself that is defined on the t-rotated line, R(t). When computing the actions that enter
into the path integral, which may or may not be complex, we define a new Hamiltonian:
HE(t) := e
ipitH(t) . (4.12)
Requiring SE(t) to follow the path of steepest ascent then fixes βe
ipitH(t) and thus HE(t).
In this way, we exploit the two-component formulation of β ↪→ ~β(t) = (cos(pit)β, sin(pit)β),
while keeping explicit reference to a lattice along a t-rotated version of the real-axis which
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FIG. 4: To send +τ to −τ within the original τ -plane, labeled by the x- and y- axes, we embed
τ = (τ1, τ2) ∈ R2τ within (τ, 0) ∈ R3τ . Promoting τ → ~τ = (τ, 0) = (τ1, τ2, 0) we then follow the path
integral as ~τ(t) evolves along (τ cos(pit), |τ | sin(pit)) for t ∈ [0, 1]. This avoids collapsing the two-
torus to a singular one-dimensional configuration. Blue: ~1 = (1, 0, 0) and ~τ(0) = (τ, 0) ∈ R2τ×{0} ⊂
R3τ ; dotted lines show components of ~τ(0) ∈ R3τ . Green: depicts evolution of ~τ(t) ∈ R3τ for t ∈ [0, 1].
Red: ~τ(1) = (−τ, 0) ∈ R2τ × {0} ⊂ R3τ ; dotted lines show components of ~τ(1) = (+τ, 0) ∈ R3τ .
lets us define the t-rotated path-integral on S1β:
Z(~β(t)) =
∫
D[φ]e−SE(t)[φ] =
∫
D[φ]e−βHE(t)[φ] . (4.13)
Note that in this formulation, we have restored the explicit functional dependence of SE(t)
and HE(t) on the field configuration φ(x).
C. Continuing from +β to −β in quantum field theory
We now generalize the picture from the harmonic oscillator to 2d CFTs, where Lee-
Yang singularities along the real-τ axis naively obstruct continuation from τ to −τ . The
obstructions in both cases have identical origins. Just as all paths from +β → −β within the
real-β axis necessarily include the singular point β = 0 in quantum mechanics, all paths from
+τ → −τ within the complex-τ plane necessarily include the singular points Re(τ) = 0. Our
resolution is also very similar, though has added complications due to the two-dimensional
nature of the complex-τ plane.
For the harmonic oscillator, β characterizes the circumference of the circle S1β. Similarly,
for 2d CFTs τ characterizes the relative length and angle between the two cycles of the two-
torus. The β → 0 limit corresponds to the singular limit of the one-manifold S1β = R/Λ(β),
where it degenerates to a zero-dimensional point. Similarly, the Re(τ)→ 0 limit corresponds
to the singular limit where the two-torus C/Λ(τ) degenerates to a one-manifold. In order
to send β → −β or τ → −τ along paths that do not include these singular configurations,
we must endow the relevant parameters with an extra component.
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Our procedure to continue τ from −τ in such a way that Z(τ) varies continuously along
this path is very similar to our path from β to −β in section IV B. It is as follows:
1. Rewrite τ = τ1 + iτ2 ∈ C as τ = (τ1, τ2) ∈ R2, and endow it with an extra component:
τ ↪→ ~τ := (τ1, τ2, 0) ∈ R3. Similarly, rewrite the other cycle of the two-torus, 1+i0 ∈ C,
as (1, 0) ∈ R2 and promote it to ~1 := (1, 0, 0). Now ~τ and ~1 are three-vectors, which
define the original τ -plane. Finally, the three vectors ~e1 := (1, 0, 0), ~e2 := (0, 1, 0), and
~e3 := (0, 0, 1) define an oriented coordinate system.
2. Define the path through R3 that smoothly passes from +~τ to −~τ :
~τ(t) := (cos(pit)τ1, cos(pit)τ2, sin(pit)
√
τ 21 + τ
2
2 ) =⇒ ~τ(1) = −~τ(0) . (4.14)
3. Consider the two-dimensional subspace R2(t) := {x~1 + y~τ(t) | x, y ∈ R} ⊂ R3, and
the lattice of points Λ(~τ(t)) := {m~1 + n~τ(t) | m,n ∈ Z} within R2(t).
4. Define, then, the path integral Z(~~(t)) to be an explicit function of this lattice of
identified points within the R2(t) plane:
Z(~τ(t)) := Z(Λ(~τ(t))) . (4.15)
The path integral depends on the nontrivial Hamiltonian that also depends on t: H(t).
5. This lattice of identified points within the plane R2(t) smoothly evolves from Λ(~τ(0)) =
{(m+nτ1, nτ2, 0) | m,n ∈ Z} to Λ(~τ(1)) = {(m−nτ1,−nτ2, 0) | m,n ∈ Z}. Crucially,
as we have rotated about the ~1-axis, the t-rotation changes the orientation of the τ2-
axis, {x(−~e2) | x ∈ R}, in the instantaneous R2(1) plane relative to the orientation of
the τ2-axis, {x(+~e2) | x ∈ R}, in the original R2(0)-plane.
6. Thus, if the Hamiltonian at t = 0 and at t = 1 has the same spectrum, then we expect
Z(~τ(0)) and Z(~τ(1)) to match, up to a possible anomaly phase. Note that for 2d
CFTs whose spectra are given entirely by shortness conditions, such as the Virasoro
minimal models, it is reasonable to expect H(0) and H(1) to have the same spectrum.
Crucially, unless τ ∈ C is originally real (a singular configuration that we exclude at the
outset), then ~τ(t) and~1 are non-collinear for every value of t ∈ C. Thus, the three-component
notation allows us to define a path from ~τ(0) = ~τ to ~τ(1) = −~τ without ever forcing the
lattice of points in the plane R2(t) to a singular one-dimensional configuration.
Having defined a path for ~τ(t) that smoothly maps between +~τ and −~τ , graphically
depicted in figure 4, we now put the above abstract definition of the t-deformed path integral
into concrete terms. To do so, it is useful to define,
τP (t) := ( sin(θ(t)) |~τ(t)| , cos(θ(t)) |~τ(t)| ) = (τ1P , τ2P ) ∈ R2(t) ⊂ R3 , (4.16)
Λ(τP (t)) := {(m+ nτ1P , nτ2P ) | m,n ∈ Z2} ⊂ R2(t) , (4.17)
where cos(θ(t)) is the relative angle between ~1 and ~τ(t). It is simple to verify that,{
Λ(τP (0)) = {(m+ nτ1, nτ2) | m,n ∈ Z2} at t = 0 ,
Λ(τP (1)) = {(m− nτ1, nτ2) | m,n ∈ Z2} at t = 1 .
(4.18)
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(a)Unit-cell of Λ(τP (t)) in the R2(t)-plane. (b)Projecting ~τ(t) to the 23-plane, {(0, x, y) | x, y ∈ R}
FIG. 5: We depict the in-plane unit-cell of the lattice of identified points in the instantaneous
R2(t)-plane, compared to the orientation of R2(t) relative to the original orientation of the τ2-axis.
As with figures 3 and 4, blue denotes the original configuration at t = 0, green denotes intermediate
configurations with 0 < t < 1, and red denotes the final configuration at t = 1. In (7a), we see the
lattice of identified points within the R2(t)-plane smoothly goes from (τ1, τ2)→ (−τ1, τ2), while in
(7b) we see that the in-plane τ2-axis at t = 1 is in the opposite orientation to the τ2-axis at t = 0.
Thus, in terms of the original oriented axes of R3, this path sends τ = (τ1, τ2)→ (−τ1,−τ2) = −τ .
When phrased in terms of the lattice of identified points in the R2(1)-plane, this corresponds
to the lattice Λ(−τ) = Λ(−τ1 + iτ2).
At this point that the orientation-reversal in the t-rotation comes into play: As discussed
above, rotating about the ~1-axis leaves the orientation of the τ1P -axis unchanged while it
reverses the orientation of the τ2P -axis in R2(1) as compared to the original τ2P -axis in R2(0).
Thus, orientation-reversal has the effect of sending τP (1) = (τ1P , τ2P ) → (τ1P ,−τ2P ), when
phrased in terms of the orientation of the original R3-axes. In the notation of the original
complex τ -plane, this is complex conjugation: τ1P + iτ2P = τ1P − iτ2P . Thus, in terms of the
orientation of the original R3-axes, the in-plane evolution from τP → −τP must be combined
with the orientation reversal of τ2P/complex conjugation. Thus, we have τP → −τP = −τP ,
consistent with ~τ(1) = −~τ(0). See figure 6 for a depiction of this.
The final step in defining the path integral as a function of ~τ(t) is to specify how the
Hamiltonian evolves with t. Here, we will be brief. For 2d CFTs, the analog of the Hamil-
tonian is the generator in the (left-moving) Virasoro algebra L0. When the CFT is a free
scalar CFT, we can rewrite the generators of the Virasoro algebra, Lm, in terms of individual
creation and annihilation operators for given modes on the torus, ak. Schematically,
Lm =
1
2
∑
m∈Z
am−nan , (4.19)
where the ak satisfy the commutation relations [an, am] = (m− n)am+n, and a−|k| (or a+|k|)
corresponds to the creation (annihilation) operator for a mode with spatial momentum k.
Crucially, these creation and annihilation operators for modes on the two-torus are exactly
those of the harmonic oscillator. Thus, we may use the results from the harmonic oscillator
where an(t) := cos(pit/2)an− i sin(pit/2)a−n [2] (specifically section VA), to define L0(t) that
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is dictated by the path of steepest ascent in the following way:
L0(t) :=
1
2
∑
n∈Z
an(t)a−n(t) =⇒
{
L0(t = 0) = +L0 ,
L0(t = 1) = −L0 ,
(4.20)
With this definition, we can show that the action for the path integral defined in the R2(t)-
plane
SE(t) := 2piiτP (t)L0(t) , (4.21)
satisfies the equality at SE(0) = SE(1), when τP (1) is identified with −τP (0).
This discussion makes contact between the analytic continuation of the harmonic oscilla-
tor path integral in quantum mechanics and smooth continuations of 2d CFT path integrals
on the two-torus. In particular, this allows us to use the analytic continuation of the path
integral for the harmonic oscillator to understand how free scalar 2d CFTs behave as τ is
sent to −τ . We framed it in terms of a smooth continuation of the path integral, rather than
in terms of analytic continuation of the q-series directly. If we could frame this in terms of
continuation of the q-series directly, this would allow us to understand this continuation in
a more clean mathematical framework. We leave this development for future work.
In the next section, we show how to use this analysis to make contact between the relation
eiΓR = (−1)R., where R. is a regularized tally of the zero modes along the τ -cycle, and the
expectation from section II that eiΓR = (−1)k.
D. T-reflection/R-transformation phases for special CFTs and an index
In this section we integrate our discussion of how to continue the harmonic oscillator
path integral to negative temperatures in sections IV A, IV B and IV C within the simplest
2d CFT path integrals: The path integral for the left-moving degrees of freedom of (1)
twenty-four free scalars on the two-torus and for (2) a single free scalar on the two-torus.
For simplicity, we use q-inversion as a stand-in for our analytic continuation of the full
path integral for many decoupled scalars. In either case, q-inversion or continuing β →
eipitβ → −β give the same T-reflection phase for a harmonic oscillator: q1/2/(1 − q) →
−q1/2/(1− q) and 1/2 sinh(β/2)→ −1/2 sinh(β/2) are equivalent statements.
The two-torus path integral for the left-moving excitations of twenty-four free scalars is
Z(τ) =
1
q
∞∏
n=1
1
(1− qn)24 . (4.22)
This system resembles an infinite collection of free harmonic oscillators with integer-spaced
characteristic frequencies,
lim
N→∞
ZN(τ) := lim
N→∞
( N∏
n=1
qn/2
1− qn
)24
= lim
N→∞
(
q
24
2
{11+21+ ··· +N1} ×
N∏
n=1
1
(1− qn)24
)
. (4.23)
Looking at the path integral for the free scalar on the two-torus from this perspective is
fundamental to the arguments in [2, 3] and is a natural extension of our discussion of
parallels between the field theory limit and the thermodynamic limit in section III. In this
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guise, the q−1 that leads the q-series expansion of the path integral is given by the regularized
sum of zero-point energies of each of the decoupled harmonic oscillators:
24 Reg.
( ∞∑
n=1
n
2
)
=
24
2
ζ(−1) = −1 . (4.24)
Studying the regularized path integral for the scalar composed of N oscillators, we find that
inverting q → 1/q or, equivalently, sending τ → −τ for each of decoupled oscillator, yields
lim
N→∞
ZN(−τ) = lim
N→∞
( N∏
n=1
q−n/2
1− q−n
)24
= lim
N→∞
( N∏
n=1
(−1)(24 n0) q(12 n)
(1− qn)24
)
. (4.25)
Here we see that the overall phase of Z(−τ) is given by the (−1) raised to the number of
KK zero-modes on the thermal circle:
eiΓR = (−1)24{10+20+30+··· } = (−1)24ζ(0) = (−1)−12 = +1 . (4.26)
Note that we used the Riemann ζ-function to regularize the divergent sum
∑
n n
0.
One motivation for this regulator-choice that we have already used the ζ-function to
regularize the divergent sum of zero-point energies for the decoupled oscillator modes. A
second, more powerful, reason is that modular forms are uniquely and naturally paired with
zeta-functions, or L-functions. When the system is free, the Casimir energy is related to a
regularized sum over the excitation spectrum of a single-particle, which is given by 1/ζ(s−1)
multiplied by the L-function of the (one-point function of the) stress-energy tensor for the
CFT:
〈T (τ)〉 = 1
2pii
d
dτ
logZ(τ) =
∑
n nd(n)q
n∑
m d(m)q
m
. (4.27)
It is straightforward to show that when Z(τ) = 1/∆(τ), this equals 24ζ(s). This R-
transformation phase of (−1)−12 in Eq. (4.26) can now be understood to be the regularized
product of T-reflection phases for the infinite collection of decoupled oscillators, obtained
by a smooth continuation of the path integral, as described in sections IV B and IV C.
Now, recall that the path integral in Eq. (4.22) is the multiplicative inverse of the modular
discriminant, ∆(τ), and equals a rational function of Eisenstein series:
1
∆(τ)
=
1728
E4(τ)3 − E6(τ)2 . (4.28)
From this, we see 1/∆(τ) has modular weight k = −12 and is invariant under τ -reflection,
as Ek(−τ) = Ek(τ). From section II, we expect the R-transform phase eiΓR to be (−1)−12.
This phase of (−1)−12 can be equivalently found from the KK zero-mode index on S1τ , or
from the appeal to modularity in section II.
We now study the more interesting case of a single free scalar on the torus, where Z(τ)
has weight k = −1/2. The same analysis for twenty-four free scalars on the two torus
to a single free scalar on the two-torus carries through without essential modification, and
serves as a nontrivial test of the expectation that eiΓR = (−1)k. The path integral for the
left-moving excitations of a single scalar on the two-torus is given by:
Z(τ) =
1
q1/24
∞∏
n=1
1
1− qn =
1
η(τ)
. (4.29)
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This path integral has well-defined modular weight k = −1
2
. Again, the overall phase of
Z(−τ) is (−1) raised to the number of KK zero-modes on S1β:
eiΓR = (−1){10+20+30+··· } = (−1)ζ(0) = (−1)−1/2 . (4.30)
As the path integral Z(τ) in Eq. (4.29) has modular weight k = −1
2
, we see this phase of
(−1)−1/2 = (−1)k again matches the intuition from section II.
It is interesting to consider the regulated product, when written explicitly in terms of the
KK modes along the thermal circle:
lim
N→∞
ZN(τ) = lim
N→∞
N∏
n=1
qn/2
1− qn = limN→∞
N∏
n=1
1
2piinτ
∞∏
m=1
1
4pi2
1
n2τ 2 −m2 . (4.31)
The N →∞ limit of this product represents the naive path integral for a single scalar CFT
on a two-torus, where the (m,n)-factor corresponds to the (m,n) winding-mode around
the two one-cycles that define the two-torus. This product is formally proportional to the
product over all elements in {m + nτ} and thus should be invariant under S- and T- and
R-transformations, up to the same overall phase of (−1)∑n n0 → (−1)−1/2.
The R-transformation phases for the holomorphic path integral of these two distinct
CFTs of free scalars match perfectly. Importantly, they were obtained in two completely
independent ways. Phases derived from a smooth continuation of the path integral, for
instance in Eq. (4.30), are the regularized sum of KK zero modes on the thermal circle.
Phases from KK zero-modes come purely from the path integral measure. Non-invariance
of the path integral measure is a Fujikawa anomaly [10].
The two independent computations of the R-transformation phases in Eqs. (4.26)
and (4.30) match the expectation that R-transformation phases are given by eiΓR = (−1)k.
In the context of the current analysis, it seems that the R-transformation phases
Z(−β) = eiΓRZ(+β) (4.32)
may represent genuine and new global gravitational anomalies.
The logic that the lattice of points identified by S1β, Λ(β) = {mβ | m ∈ Z}, is equally
well generated by +β and by −β implies that the underlying logic behind T-reflection
invariance and the interpretation of the T-reflection phase as a global gravitational anomaly
is extremely general. The same logic applies to R-transformations and R-transformation
phases of 2d CFTs on the two-torus, where the lattice Λ(τ) = {m + nτ | m,n ∈ Z} is
equivalently generated by the vectors (1, τ) and by the vectors (1,−τ). We now turn to
section V, where we formulate the precise mathematical context in which these statements
are true. In this section, we drop reference to modular invariant 2d CFT path integrals and
simply study the mathematics of modular forms.
V. MODULAR FORMS ON THE DOUBLE HALF-PLANE
In section II, we extended the argument in [2] that the path integral of a 2d CFT on the
two-torus is defined by the lattice of toroidally-identified points, Λ(z) := {m+nz | m,n ∈ Z}.
If two lattices Λ(z) and Λ(z′) are equal up to an overall scale factor, Λ(z) = wΛ(z′) for
nonzero w ∈ C, 2d CFT path integrals on the two lattices must be equal. Now, the group
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of maps between equivalent lattices is given by the group GL2(Z), which is generated by the
S-, T-, and R-transformations that respectively send z to −1/z, z + 1, and −z.
Restricting to the subgroup generated by the S- and T-transformations, this logic in-
exorably leads to the conclusion that the path integral should satisfy Z(z) = Z(z + 1) =
Z(−1/z). This is modular invariance. 2d CFT path integrals should be modular invari-
ant. This logic requires them to be written in terms of SL2(Z) modular forms (or sums of
products of holomorphic and antiholomorphic modular forms and Jacobi forms [18, 35]).
However, this logic also inexorably leads to the conclusion that the path integral should
satisfy Z(z) = Z(−z). Taking this seriously implies that 2d CFT path integrals should be
written in terms of functions that are modular with respect to the group GL2(Z). In this
section, we briefly summarize the salient points of [1], where we find isomorphisms between
spaces of functions on the upper half-plane that are modular with respect to the group
SL2(Z) and spaces of functions on the double half-plane that are modular with respect to
the group GL2(Z), and also relate these isomorphisms to the setup of this paper.
A. Isomorphisms from modular forms on the upper and double half-planes
In this section we review the definition of GL2(Z) modular forms from [1]. We use this
description to make a comparison to the experimentally obtained R-transformation phase
eiΓR = (−1)k. To begin, we discuss the SL2(Z) group action on functions on the upper
half-plane, and notions of modularity in this context. We then extend this to an action
of GL2(Z) on functions on the double half-plane, and discuss the associated extension of
modularity.
Modular forms for SL2(Z) with weight k ∈ Z, defined on the upper half-plane, are actually
defined by two equations. The first is the weight k(right) group-action of SL2(Z) on functions
defined in the upper half-plane:
(f |kγ)(z) := (cz + d)−kf(γz) = (cz + d)−kf
(
az + b
cz + d
)
, (5.1)
where γ = ( a bc d ) ∈ SL2(Z) and k ∈ Z. This defines a replacement rule, where one function
f : H+ → C is replaced with a different function (f |kγ) : H+ → C.
The second is the actual definition of a modular form. We state that f is an SL2(Z)
modular form on the upper half-plane with weight k and character ρ if ρ is a homomorphism
from SL2(Z) to C∗ and
(f |kγ)(z) = ρ(γ)f(z) , (5.2)
holds for every γ ∈ SL2(Z).
These identities can be extended to the metaplectic double-cover of SL2(Z), denoted
S˜L2(Z) without difficulty [36–38]. We will use two different, equivalent, expressions for
the metaplectic group S˜L2(Z), namely: as the set of pairs (γ, φ) where γ ∈ SL2(Z) and
φ : H+ → C is a holomorphic function such that φ(z)2 = (cz+d) for γ = ( a bc d ), or as the set
of pairs [γ, ] where γ ∈ SL2(Z) and  ∈ {±1}. It is not hard to show that the multiplication
rule (α, φ(z))(β, ψ(z)) := (αβ, φ(βz)ψ(z)) endows the set of pairs (γ, φ) with the structure
of a group; due to the work of Kubota [37], we have an explicit multiplication rule for pairs
[γ, ] that also gives this the structure of a group. These group structures are isomorphic,
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and thus we denote them the same way: S˜L2(Z). Noting that there are two elements S˜L2(Z)
for every element SL2(Z), we can construct a map [γ,±1] 7→ γ. Hence, S˜L2(Z) is a double
cover of SL2(Z).
Using S˜L2(Z), we can extend the action (5.1) to:
(f |kγ˜)(z) := φ(z)−2kf(γz) , (5.3)
where k ∈ 1
2
Z and γ˜ = (γ, φ). Similarly, a function f : H+ → C is an SL2(Z) modular form
with weight k and character ρ : S˜L2(Z)→ C∗ if ρ is a homomorphism and if f satisfies
(f |kγ˜)(z) = ρ(γ˜)f(z) , (5.4)
for every γ˜ ∈ S˜L2(Z). (In this language, we say that η(z) is an SL2(Z) modular form with
weight 1/2 and nontrivial character, as mentioned in section II D.) See section II of [1].
We extend these two identities from functions f from H+ to C, to functions from H∗ to
some vector space V . We find it useful to work with a particular metaplectic double-cover of
the group GL2(Z), which we denote G˜L2(Z). We can describe this double cover of GL2(Z)
as the set of pairs [γ, ] where γ ∈ GL2(Z) and  ∈ {±1}. There are two double covers of
GL2(Z) which contain S˜L2(Z).
We choose the twisted metaplectic group G˜L2(Z). The multiplication on this group is
essentially determined by the fact that the preimage R˜ := [R, 1] of the matrix R := ( −1 00 1 )
generates an order-four subgroup of G˜L2(Z): R˜4 is the identity in G˜L2(Z) while R˜2 is not.
An explicit multiplication rule for pairs [γ, ] for γ ∈ GL2(Z) is described, following Kubota,
in section III of [1].
In section IV of [1], we identify a consistent weight k (right) action of G˜L2(Z) on the
double half-plane for k ∈ 1
2
Z (an extension of the group action in Eq. (5.3) to G˜L2(Z)), and
in section V of [1] we extend the definition of modular forms in Eq. (5.4) from γ˜ ∈ S˜L2(Z)
to γ˜ ∈ G˜L2(Z). Note that we do not define the explicit extension of the group action for
G˜L2(Z) on functions from H∗ to V (or C) in this paper. The specific relationship between
f |kγ˜ : H∗ → V and f : H∗ → V when γ˜ ∈ G˜L2(Z) can be found in Eq. (4.6) in [1]. We
refer interested readers to the discussion there. Below, for γ˜ ∈ G˜L2(Z), then f |kγ˜ should be
understood as some specific and well-defined V -valued (or C valued) function on H∗.
We define a V -valued GL2(Z) modular form with weight k ∈ 12Z and character ρ to be a
function f : H∗ → V such that,
(f |kγ˜)(z) = ρ(γ˜)f(z) , (5.5)
for all γ˜ ∈ G˜L2(Z) when ρ is a homomorphism from G˜L2(Z) to GL(V ). Importantly, because
R˜ is an element of order four, it follows that f |kR˜ can only be
(f |kR˜)(z) = (±i)2kf(−z) . (5.6)
This essentially unique result is necessary in order for the G˜L2(Z) group action to be well-
defined when acting on functions on the double half-plane. (See Proposition IV.4 of [1] for
details.) We then choose (±i)2k → i2k.
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Before stating the main results in [1], we require several more definitions. Let
Mk(S˜L2(Z), ρ) denote the space of functions from H+ to some vector space V that sat-
isfy Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) for some k ∈ 1
2
Z and for some homomorphism ρ from S˜L2(Z) to
GL(V ). Similarly, let Mk(G˜L2(Z), ρ) denote the space of functions from H∗ to some vector
space V that satisfy Eq. (5.5) for some k ∈ 1
2
Z and homomorphism ρ from G˜L2(Z) to GL(V ).
Let Res ρ denote the restriction of a homomorphism ρ : G˜L2(Z)→ GL(V ) to the subgroup
S˜L2(Z) < G˜L2(Z).
Further, if ρ is a homomorphism from S˜L2(Z) to GL(V ), we find it useful to define the
related homomorphism, ρR, from S˜L2(Z) to GL(V ):
ρR(γ˜) := ρ(R˜γ˜R˜−1) . (5.7)
With this, we now let Ind ρ be the homomorphism from G˜L2(Z) to GL(V ⊕ V ), defined by
(Ind ρ)(γ˜) :=
(
ρ(γ˜) 0
0 ρR(γ˜)
)
, (Ind ρ)(R˜γ˜) :=
(
0 ρR(γ˜)
(−1)2kρ(γ˜) 0
)
, (5.8)
for γ˜ ∈ S˜L2(Z) and ρR as defined in Eq. (5.7). With these definitions (see Proposition V.4
of [1]), we may state two of the main results in this construction [1]:
Theorem V.1. Let k ∈ 1
2
Z and ρ : G˜L2(Z) → GL(V ) be a homomorphism. Then the
restriction map Res : Mk(G˜L2(Z), ρ)→Mk(S˜L2(Z),Res ρ) is an isomorphism.
Theorem V.2. Let k ∈ 1
2
Z and ρ : S˜L2(Z)→ GL(V ) be a homomorphism. Then the induc-
tion map Ind : Mk(S˜L2(Z), ρ)⊕Mk(S˜L2(Z), ρR)→Mk(G˜L2(Z), Ind ρ) is an isomorphism.
Theorems V.1 and V.2 and the R-transformation phase i2k in Eq. (5.6), mandated by the
structure of G˜L2(Z), are three of the main results of [1] relevant for our study of T-reflection.
They give us a precise map from any SL2(Z) modular form defined on the upper half-plane
to a GL2(Z) modular form defined on the double half-plane. And, crucially, they tell us that
the R-transformation phase of these GL2(Z) modular forms is i2k = (−1)k, in agreement
with the “experimental data” in section IV (and in [2, 3] and [12]).
B. Brief examples: Eisenstein series and the Dedekind eta-function
The Eisenstein series Ek(z) are among the simplest examples of SL2(Z) modular forms
on the upper half-plane. If we allow z to be in the double half-plane H∗ rather than restrict
it to the upper half-plane H+, then we can require Ek(z) = Ek(−z) and we see that the
Ek(z) are the simplest examples of GL2(Z) modular forms described by the isomorphism in
Theorem V.1. This is due to the statement that the GL2(Z) Eisenstein series are associated
with the trivial homomorphism G˜L2(Z)→ C∗. Because this homomorphism is trivial, it can
be restricted to the trivial homomorphism S˜L2(Z)→ C∗.
However, general homomorphisms from S˜L2(Z) to C∗ cannot be realized as simple re-
strictions of homomorphisms from G˜L2(Z) to C∗. To see why, let f ∈ Mk(S˜L2(Z), ρ)
where ρ(T˜ ) is some complex number, where T˜ is chosen to be one of the two metaplec-
tic preimages of the matrix T := ( 1 10 1 ) ∈ SL2(Z). Now, assume that ρ is a restriction of
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ρGL : G˜L2(Z) → C∗ and that f extends to a weight k modular form in Mk(G˜L2(Z), ρGL).
For γ ∈ S˜L2(Z), we then have ρGL(γ˜) = ρ(γ˜). As ρ is a homomorphism of G˜L2(Z), it follows
that ρGL(R˜T˜ R˜
−1) = ρGL(T˜ ). In Lemma III.3 of [1], we show that R˜T˜ R˜−1 = T˜−1 and thus
ρGL(R˜T˜ R˜
−1) = ρGL(T˜ )−1. Thus, we should have ρGL(T˜ ) = ρGL(T˜ )−1. This is only valid
when ρGL(T˜ ) = ρ(T˜ ) = ±1. So general homomorphisms from S˜L2(Z) to C∗, such as that
for η(z) with ρ(T˜ ) = eipi/12, cannot be restrictions of homomorphisms from G˜L2(Z) to C∗.
For this reason, the particularGL2(Z) modular form that includes η(z) must have its char-
acter be a homomorphism Ind ρ from G˜L2(Z) to GL(C⊕ C). Let ρη : S˜L2(Z)→ C∗ denote
the character of the Dedekind eta function, η : H+ → C. As explained in detail in section VI
of [1], there are 2-vector-valued modular forms that extend η : H+ → C to the double half-
plane. For example, there exists a 2-vector-valued modular form ηˆ(z) ∈M 1
2
(G˜L2(Z), Ind ρη)
that evaluates to (η(z), 0) when z ∈ H+. By Eq. (5.8), the R-transformation exchanges
the two components of this vector-valued modular form, and we have η̂(z) := (η(z), 0) for
Im(z) > 0 and η̂(z) = (0, iη(−z)) for Im(z) < 0.
C. R-transformation phases, homomorphisms of GL2(Z), and path integrals
We now connect the construction of GL2(Z) modular forms in [1], summarized here, to
the findings elsewhere in the paper. We have claimed that SL2(Z) modular forms defined on
H+ can be extended to functions defined on H∗ that, further, are (essentially) eigenfunctions
of the R-transformation. The construction from [1], outlined in section V A, does exactly
this.
The G˜L2(Z) group action on GL2(Z) modular forms is important for understanding the
behavior of 2d CFT path integrals under the R-transformation. When the path integral
defined on the upper half-plane is some rational function of Eisenstein series then by Theo-
rem V.1 it straightforwardly extends to a function on the double half-plane that is invariant
under the R-transformation. It is most correct to use the language of G˜L2(Z) group action,
here, and to write
(Z|kR˜)(z) = i2kZ(−z) = ρ(R˜)Z(z) , (5.9)
where Z is the extension of the original function Z : H+ → C to a function from H∗ → C.
VI. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER DIRECTIONS
In [2, 3], it was claimed that wide classes of finite-temperature path integrals of quantum
field theories and conformal field theories are invariant under reflecting temperatures to
negative values, up to a temperature-independent phase eiΓR :
Z(β)→ eiΓRZ(β) . (6.1)
In this paper, we have revisited this claim in considerable detail.
A. The (current) status of T-reflection for field theory path integrals
There are three fundamental aspects to the discussion of T-reflection. First, is it con-
sistent to demand any invariance under reflecting temperatures to negative values? In this
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paper, we focused on this discussion. Second, which systems should be invariant under T-
reflection and which should not? The preceding paper [2] focused on this point. Third, if
it is consistent to demand invariance under changing the sign of the temperature: what are
its physical implications? Relatedly: what are its mathematical implications?
In this paper and in [2], we gave an argument that implies all finite-temperature path
integrals of quantum field theories should be invariant under reflecting β to −β. The essence
of the argument is as follows. Finite temperatures are introduced into quantum field theories
in d-dimensions by Wick rotating the time direction, and then compactifying it onto a circle.
Explicitly, a QFT on the following factorized d-manifold,
Md =Md−1 × S1β , (6.2)
is at finite temperature. The circumference of this thermal circle is the inverse temperature,
β. Now, QFT path integrals integrate over all fluctuations on the manifold Md−1 × S1β:
Z(β) =
∫
D[φ]e−SE [φ] , SE[φ] :=
∫
S1β×Md−1
ddx L[φ(x)] . (6.3)
Because this integration is over all positions on the thermal circle, the only imprint of
the geometry of the thermal circle can come in the lattice of identified points along the
compact Euclidean-time direction, t0 ∼ t0 + nβ. The claim that the path integral in (6.3)
is invariant under reflecting temperatures to negative values derives from the fact that this
lattice of identified points is equally well generated by the unit vector +β or −β. This line of
reasoning, first espoused in Section III of [2] naturally suggests that the T-reflection phase
eiΓ is a global gravitational anomaly.
The argument articulated in section II that generic finite-temperature QFT path inte-
grals should be invariant under reflection the sign of β can be applied to two-dimensional
conformal field theories on the two-torus. Here, 2d CFT path integrals on the two-torus are
invariant under the group of transformations that relates all equivalent ways to describe the
set of points that are identified when the complex plane is compactified onto a two torus. It
would be an unfortunate surprise if such an argument would work to give the non-Abelian
part of the modular group generated by the S- and T-transformations but miss the (nearly)
trivial Z2 corresponding to the R-transformation. This argument is supported in by the
content in sections III, IV, and V.
One could reasonably object that T-reflection invariance identifies path integrals in re-
gions that are separated by a dense wall of singularities, and that given the dense wall of
singularities, such identifications are ad hoc and arbitrary. In section III, we provided an
analogy where there is a similar dense wall of singularities in a well-established system—the
Hawking-Page transition in AdS3/CFT2—where the boundary between two regions is pop-
ulated by a dense set of singularities, and yet the path integral is equated on either side of
this boundary. In both situations, the path integral fails to even be continuous along the
boundary. Yet, in both situations, the global symmetry properties of the theory is due to
redundancies in how the two-torus is encoded in the 2d CFT path integral and thus survives
despite this boundary.
Following this, in sections IV and V, we presented a crucial consistency check on these
two distinct lines of argument: In the special case of a free massless scalar on the two-torus,
each of the two approaches above suggest different ways to compute the T-reflection phase.
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The relevant path integral,
Z(τ) =
1
q1/24
∞∏
n=1
1
1− qn =
1
η(τ)
, (6.4)
can be equivalently thought of as an infinite collection of modes that are invariant under
T-reflection or as a weight −1/2 modular form.
In section IV, we computed the R-transformation phase of the free scalar CFT path
integral phase by writing it as a sum of the KK zero modes for the decoupled oscillators:
eiΓR = (−1)
∑
n≥0 n
0
= (−1)−1/2 . (6.5)
In section V, we showed that the R-transformation phase of the free scalar CFT path integral,
extended to a GL2(Z) modular form with weight k = −12 , is as follows:
eiΓR = i2k = (−1)−1/2 . (6.6)
This phase is dictated by the algebraic structure of the twisted construction of G˜L2(Z), and
crucially agrees with the phase dictated by the regularized sum of KK zero-modes.
Each computation supports the idea that non-invariance under R-transformations is a
global gravitational anomaly. In sections II and V we discussed that if a 2d CFT path integral
defined on the lattice Λ(τ) differs from the path integral for the same 2d CFT defined on the
identical lattice Λ(−τ) by an overall phase eiΓR , which is dictated by the algebraic structure
of twisted G˜L2(Z), then this phase is naturally interpreted as a global gravitational anomaly.
In section IV, we showed that this phase comes entirely from variations path-integral measure
for KK zero-modes on S1, both hallmarks of anomalies.
Exact matching between phases dictated by the algebraic structure of G˜L2(Z) and phases
dictated by the regularized sum of KK zero-modes is the main technical result in this paper.
We greatly extend this matching in [12]. Under mild assumptions, we prove that the one-
point function for the stress-energy tensor for the left-moving modes, 〈T (τ)〉 = ∂τ logZ(τ),
has an associated zeta-function (L-function),
Lreg〈T 〉(s) =
(2pi)s
Γ(s)
(
− ∆
s
− ∆
s− 2 +
k
2pi
1
s− 1 + regular(s)
)
, (6.7)
where ∆ is the lowest power of q in the q-series expansion of Z(τ) and k is the modular
weight of Z(τ) and “regular(s)” is regular for finite s ∈ C. We then show that under
these same conditions, k should be equal to the regularized tally of zero-modes along the
thermal circle. This proof is nontrivial, as the general terms that appear in the L-function
for 〈T (τ)〉 increase exponentially quickly with n. (See the discussion around Eq. (6.9) and
Ref. [12] for more details.) Additionally, it is striking that the stress-energy tensor dictates
this regularized sum that tracks the global gravitational anomaly under T-reflections in such
a clear and prominent way.
B. What does T-reflection mean, physically?
It is natural to ask: “What does T-reflection mean, physically?” The accumulation of
evidence in this paper and in [2] suggests that the answer is almost vacuous: T-reflection
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is a redundancy, on par with modular invariance of 2d CFT torus path integrals. Often,
we demand path integrals be invariant under a large gauge-transform or a large coordinate-
transform, which are disconnected from the identity. In this guise, T-reflection is no more
and no less than a fundamental redundancy in the manifoldMd−1×S1β is encoded in Z(β).
If a QFT path integral is not invariant under T-reflection (if eiΓR 6= 1), this suggests the
theory is may be inconsistent. However, more evidence needs to be accrued before definitively
making such an assertion. This is a main motivation of the follow-up project [11].
C. Borcherds products, anomalies, SPT phases, Casimir energies and beyond
There are many avenues for future exploration. Below, we list seven of them, from con-
crete descriptions of forthcoming papers to more speculative directions for future research.
First, we emphasize that the agreement between the Casimir energy and T-reflection
phase for 1/η(τ) in sections IV and V suggest that the T-reflection and q-inversion seem to be
related. Requiring them to be consistent suggests highly nontrivial statements about SL2(Z)
modular forms with infinite product and Borcherds product expansions [39], statements that
are utterly unrelated to the lower half-plane.
The simplest example is the path integral of free scalar CFT, Z(τ) = 1/η(τ). In sec-
tion IV D, we computed its R-transformation phase and Casimir energy as regularized sums
over the total number of decoupled harmonic oscillators and their zero-point energies. This
hinged on the fact that η(τ) has an infinite product, or Borcherds product, expansion:
η(τ) = q1/24
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn) =⇒
{
eiΓR = (−1)1/2 = (−1)−
∑
n≥1 n
0
,
q−Evac = q1/24 = q−
1
2
∑
n≥1 n
1
.
(6.8)
The Dedekind eta-function has one of the simplest Borcherds products [40].
If an SL2(Z) modular form H(τ), with weight k, has an infinite, Borcherds, product,
q−F (0)
∏
(1− qn)F (n). where F (n) is a sequence of integers, it resembles an infinite collection
of decoupled harmonic oscillators. Demanding T-reflection invariance for H(τ), when viewed
as q-inversion, then seems to require the following sum-rules:
H(τ) = q−F (0)
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn)F (n) =⇒
{
eiΓR = (−1)−
∑
n≥1 F (n) n
0
= (−1)k ,
q−F (0) = q−
1
2
∑
n≥1 F (n) n
1
.
(6.9)
These sum-rules, inferred from T-reflection, crucially do not refer to the lower half-plane.
They resemble the special values of a zeta-function, or L-function, attached to G(τ) :=
H ′(τ)/H(τ), which we call LG(s). However, the F (n) exhibit exponential growth, F (n) ∼
eβFn for all but a special class of these products. This growth overwhelms the n−s sup-
pression inherent in the most straightforward definition of an L-function as, LG(s) =∑
n(
∑
m|nmF (m))/n
s. To evaluate the sum-rules in Eq. (6.9), we must generalize the
notion of L-functions in a crucial and natural way: conventional L-functions are associated
with holomorphic modular forms, which do not have poles. In [12] we define L-functions
associated with meromorphic modular forms with poles, which are consistent with Eq. (6.9).
Second, T-reflection phases for CFTs on the boundary of insulators to classify SPT phases
in condensed matter systems. Gapless edge modes often exist on the boundaries of insulators
that have symmetry protected topological (SPT) phases. Recently [23] and [24] proposed if
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the path integral for the boundary excitations on a the boundary of an insulator has non-
zero anomaly phases under large coordinate transformations, then the insulator in the bulk
of the material is in a SPT phase. In the follow-up project [11], we view R-transformations
as a possible probe of new SPT phases of matter.
Third, we need to better understand whether the presence of the R-conjugate path in-
tegrals ZR(τ) mandated by the isomorphism in Theorem V.2 indicates new physics in T-
reflection. In detail, if the path integral on the upper half-plane is an SL2(Z) modular
form with homomorphism ρ : S˜L2(Z) → C∗ with either ρ(T˜ ) 6= ±1 or ρ(S˜) 6= ±1, then
Theorem V.2 applies. In this situation, in order to extend a path integral Z : H+ → C,
which is originally an SL2(Z) modular form, to a GL2(Z) modular form, we must embed
the original path integral as the first component of a two-component vector-valued GL2(Z)
modular form. The transformation of this vector-valued modular form is governed by the
homomorphism Ind ρ : G˜L2(Z)→ GL(C⊕C). Taking this seriously would suggest that the
second component of the GL2(Z) extension of Z : H+ → C is a conjugate path integral,
ZR(z), with R-conjugated S˜L2(Z) character from Eq. (5.7), ρR.
It would be very interesting to understand if there is a physical reason for such a path
integral Z to have a conjugate path integral ZR. At some level, this resembles thermofield
double states which appear in black hole physics. In fact, functions in the lower half-plane
the the R-conjugate of Z(τ), i.e. ZR(τ), transforms very similarly under GL2(Z) group
actions. We speculate that ZR(τ) may be thought of as a function defined on the lower half-
plane, perhaps indicative of a related QFT with path integral ZR that is walled-off from the
original QFT with path integral Z by the dense wall along the Re(τ)-axis. In several ways,
these paired path integrals resemble thermofield doubles discussed in black hole physics. We
leave further discussion to future work.
Minimally, the mathematical construction of GL2(Z) modular forms in [1] requires us to
introduce such conjugate path integrals. The central argument in this paper is that CFT
path integrals defined on equivalent lattices of identified points should be equal implies 2d
CFTs should at a minimum transform “nicely” under R-transformations. The strength of
this argument, and the coherence between the results in this paper and those in [1, 12]
indicates that it we should take these new functions seriously.
Fourth, further research into the smooth continuation of QFT path integrals outlined in
section IV C is needed. Presently, the picture that τ → −τ for 2d CFTs can be obtained
by embedding τ within a higher-dimensional space, for example along the path depicted
in figure 6, is not well-developed. In section IV, when we computed the R-transformation
phases for the 2d CFTs of free scalars, we did so by resorting to rewriting Z(τ) as an infinite
collection of decoupled oscillator modes whose continuation, outlined in section IV B, from
+τ → −τ is much more explicit and well-understood. It would be excellent to probe
this proposal in much greater detail. In particular, it would be very interesting to see if this
continuation is some variant of a mapping torus, which have been of fundamental importance
studying large gauge and large coordinate transformations in other contexts [5, 23, 24].
In a slightly different direction, there are interesting connections between the continuation
in section IV and the extension of modular forms to the double half-plane in section V. In
particular, recall the extension of the Dedekind eta function to a 2-vector-valued modular
form on the double half-plane, η̂(z) : H∗ → C ⊕ C in section V B and [1]. There, we
found iη̂(−z) = ( 0 −11 0 ) η̂(z) follows from Eqs. (5.6) and (5.8). Put differently, this reads
η̂(−z) = σ2η̂(z), where σ2 := ( 0 −ii 0 ) is the second Pauli matrix. Written this way, the
transformation is evocative of how the s = 1/2 spinor representation of SU(2) transforms
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FIG. 6: To send +τ to −τ and avoid singular configurations where τ is “real”, we embed the
τ -plane within R3τ , and promote τ → ~τ = (τ, 0) = (τ1, τ2, 0). Following the path integral as
~τ(t) evolves along (τ cos(pit), |τ | sin(pit)) for t ∈ [0, 1] should allow Z(~τ(t)) to smoothly interpolate
between Z(+τ) and Z(−τ).
when continuously rotated by an angle of pi—which would be natural from the standpoint
of the continuation in section IV.
Fourth, modular forms appear in various diverse settings in physics. In their diverse ap-
pearances, the variable τ is not always associated with a temperature. However, the math-
ematical construction in section V should apply quite generally to modular forms wherever
they appear. It is natural to consider whether τ -reflection in these more general contexts
should also be a symmetry. For example, an exact Vafa-Witten partition functions for
twisted maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory (N = 4 SYM) is given by
Z(τ) =
1
∆(τ)
, (6.10)
where τ is the complexified gauge coupling constant, θ/2pi + 4pii/g2 [41]. It would be
very interesting to understand what R-transformation invariance may mean when τ is not
associated with a property of the spacetime manifold.
Sixth, we should comment that the logic of section II extends to correlation functions
and other physical observables defined on the two-torus. Mathematically, these observables
are written in terms of Jacobi forms, which also have well-defined modular weight. On these
grounds, we expect eiΓR = i2k for these related objects, though we have not extended the
construction in this section to the more general case. (See also Appendix B of [2].)
Seventh, it is important to study T-reflection, interactions, and perturbation theory. This
particular question has been partially addressed in [2], but many fundamental aspects remain
to be understood. Preliminary analysis in [2] of the dominant contributions to perturbative
corrections to the N = 4 SYM path integral on S3R × S1β [42] are invariant under reflecting
β → −β. Further, the specific pattern in which the leading perturbative corrections to the
O(g2YM) path integral for N = 4 SYM on S3 × S1 in [42] exactly matches the behavior of
the perturbed harmonic oscillator in [43] under β → −β. It is important to see whether the
sub-leading (non “〈PD2〉-terms”) behave in the same way under T-reflection.
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Eighth, it would be extremely interesting to understand the precise extent to which T-
reflection gives insight into Casimir energies in QFTs. Consider a two-level system with
spectrum ∆ − E and ∆ + E. It is clear that its partition function is invariant under
temperature-reflections if and only if ∆ = 0. Shifting vacuum energies spoils invariance un-
der reflecting temperatures to negative values. As we expect T-reflection invariance to hold
for general finite-temperature QFT path integrals, then we might ask whether T-reflection
could give new insights on the cosmological constant problem. Preliminary evidence [44–46]
indicates that T-reflection gives new data on Casimir energies [47]. (T-reflection invariance
has other immediate and powerful corollaries in this context: These path integrals have well-
defined modular weight and resemble 2d CFTs [48, 49], and further exhibit a Bose-Fermi
level matching wholly unrelated to supersymmetry [50, 51].) See also [12].
This paper is devoted to the question: Is it legitimate to demand finite-temperature path
integrals to be covariant under reflecting temperatures to negative values? Our answer is:
yes. This is a first step in a long process. After establishing the legitimacy of T-reflection/R-
transformation invariance, it is natural to ask how this operation behaves in terms of the
microscopic degrees of freedom in a field theory. We anticipate that this natural corollary
will be a crucial aspect even of immediate follow-up projects, such as [11], where we study
whether T-reflection suggests new SPT phases.
Invariance under reflecting temperatures to negative values is a new symmetry (or re-
dundancy). We have argued in this paper that it should be taken seriously. Our arguments
are seemingly insensitive to the details of the theory, so long as one considers the full path
integral. If this seemingly ubiquitous symmetry persists after further scrutiny, it very well
may have wide-ranging applications and uses beyond those described above.
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